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CHURCH ADDED TO HISTORIC UST—The First Christian Church of
Murray has been added to the Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky by the
Kentucky Heritage Commisabn. Construction of the church was begun in
1904. (No, the towers aren't leaning...the distortion is from the wide-angle
lens used to photograph the'cliurch.)
Staff Photo bv Genie McCutchaiesi
First Christian Church
Named To Historic List
The Kentucky Heritage Corrunission•
has recently approved several
nominations for archaeological and
historic sites from the western area of
Kentucky including one site in Murray.
According to the Heritage Com-
mission staff, the historic site in
Murray approved ,for listing on the
Survey of Historic Sites in Kentucky is
the First Christian Church, which was
erected in 1904.
'Other historic sites approved were
Waggener House in Todd County and
Mount Saint Joseph Academy in
Daviess County.
The 31 West Kentucky archaeological
sites included on the survey were in
Daviess County.
Construction of the First Christian
Church was begun in Murray in 1904
during the pastorate of G. H. C. Stoney.
The building committee appointed to
oversee the building of the church
consisted of E. S. Diuguid, J. G. Hart,- J.
B. Hay, W. E. King and W. G. Harris.
---Uart and King later resigned from the
committee and M. W. Martin and 0. T.
Hale were appointed in their places.
The corner stone for the building was
laid on Sept. 1, 1904. A large number of
articles were placed in the corner
stone, according to the "History of
Calloway County" published by the
Ledger & Times in 1931.
Among items included in the cor-
nerstone were: a copy of the Bible, a
brief history of the church, a roll of the
officers and members numbering then
about 278, a roll of the Sunday-school
and various other auxiliaries to the
work, a list of contributors who. had _.
paid their pledges, copies of the leading
church and missionary publications
and copies of local newspapers.
The first meeting was held in the
Sunday School auditorium of the new
church on Dec. 11, 1904 and the
inside today
congregation dedicated the completed
'church on Oct. 8, 1905.
Dr. David Roos, who has served as
minister at the church for the past six
- years, said, on behalf of the
congregation, -We are thrilled and
honored that our church has been
selected."
Roos expressed appreciation to all
those who worked on the nomination of
the church for inclusion in the Survey of
Historic Sites.
Other Calloway County buildings
included on the Historic Sites list are
the E. S. Diuguid home on Main St., the
Calloway County Courthouse, the
Pinkney-McCuiston home near New
Concord, the Wadesboro Courthouse
and Oakhurst, Wrather Hall, Wells
Hall, Wilson Hall and the Murray State
University Library on the MSU cam-
pus.
At the recent commission meeting in
Frankfort, Bill Brobert, a historian
with the Heritage Commission staff,
was asked how a building could be
listed on the Survey of Historic Sites if a
survey had not yet been conducted in a
particular county. Broberg said that a
survey form should be sent to his staff
along with a photography for con-
sideration.
The Heritage Commission also
discussed possible procedures for the
grants-in-aid- provided through the
National Park Service. The discussion
focused on requesting local city or
county governments to provide some
kind of planning document or preser-
vation policy in order to receive grants
to restore nearby historic sites. The
question was set aside until further
research could be completed.
The Kentucky Heritage Commission
set its next meeting date for August 4,
1977.
One Section — 14 Pages
Niel Purcell of Murray is the top-seeded player in the
Kentucky State High School boys singles tennis tour-
nament which begins Friday in Lexington. For a complete
report on the tourney, in which several other MHS netters
will be competing, turn to page 6 in today's Sports Section.
/".
fair and cool
Fair and cool tonight. Mostly
clear and mild on Friday. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 50s.
Highs Friday in the low 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
today's index








Classifieds 10, 11, 12, 13
Deaths & Funerals 14
Trial Of Dr. Ammons Continues
Interrogation of prosecution witness
William Boyden, Jr., in the trial of Dc.
James Ray Ammons of Murray came
to a "climax Wednesday when defense
attorney Richard Heideman asked
Boyden if he had told a "big lie in order
to shift guilt from himself to Ammons
and others."
Heideman, who has questioned
Boyden for about seven hours over a
four-day period, said, "You concocted
the story against the doctor so you
could get out of it ( trouble ), didn't
you?"
"Sir, you're wrong," Boyden replied.
Heideman had reference to testimony
by Boyden that he and Carl Scarbrough
of Murray were arrested by Ocala,
Fla., police while attempting to carry
out Ammons' plan to acquire 810,000 to
820,000 worth of marijuana and cocaine.
Boyden had earlier been repeatedly
asked by the defense attorney if he and
Scarbrough had not gone to Florida to
deal in drugs for themselves and
Coffee Break To
Be Held Saturday
A Coffee Break, featuring grand
prizes, will be held Saturday, June 4,
from 5:00 to 11:00 p. mat the Besheer
Gym, North 16th Street, on the Murray
State University campus.
The special event will be sponsored
by the Bluegrass State C. B. Club and
- will feature live entertainment, games,
bingo, prizes, etc., according to the:
acting directors, Buttercup and
Nightcrawler. Games for children will
also be included.
Grand prizes will be a Robin 40
channel base, 23 channel mobile, power
D104 microphone, and a child's bicycle.
Door prizes will be given.
Trophies will be given to the largest
club and the best dressed club, both in-
state and out-of-state. Six members in
club dress will make club entry,
According to vice-president, Big A, and
president. Nailbender. Prizes will 
,a
be given to the farthest traveled club by
air miles and the best dressed child,
eight years and under.
The snack bar will be open for
refreshments, according to club
members who invite the public to at-
tend. For information call 75.3-9682, 753-
5240, 753-4079, and 4924120.
brought Ammons' name into the case
when they were caught by Ocala police.
Boyden was also asked by Heideman
if he felt people should pay for their
crones and Boyden countered by
claiming that his testimony had en-
dangered his life. o
can't walk the streets at night
because I'm afraid somebody might
blow my head off," he said. Boyden also
claimed that vandals had done about
$2,000 in damage to his car and home
since it had been reported that he would
testify in the trial.
It takes maybe small people like me
to get rid of big people like him
Amnions)," Boyden said.
Heideman also asked Boyden if the
defense were to bring in witnesses that
Ammons was working Oct. 4, 1976 — the
day a meeting was allegedly held at the
clOctor's home here to duscuss the trip
to Florida and the deal for the purchase
of the drugs — would those persons "be
lying.'"
"They would be mistaken," Boyden
replied.
Boyden has previously testified that
he saw Dr. Ammons dressed in attire
similar to a surgical gown or pajamas
while at the house on that date.
-It's true, is it not," Heideman asked,
"the doctor wasn't even there and the
person who was in the surgical uniform
was the doctor's son, Scotty?"
Boyden said that he was positive the
person he saw was the elder Ammons.
James Scott Ammons, the son of Dr.
Ammons, died Wednesday, April 27,
from injuries received from a self-
inflicted gunshot wound. )
Also testifying Wednesday were
detectives from the Ocala, Fla., police
department. The detectives identified
the drugs confiscated in the arrests and
testified as to the circumstances of the
arrests. One of the detectives testified
that several days after the arrests,
Boyden told him Dr. Ammons was
responsible and asked that he contact
Murray authori4ies.
Dr. Ammons was indicted by a
federal grand..jury on 11 separate drug
violations last January. The first five
counts of the indictment concerned an
alleged conspiracy by Anunons and
three other persons to obtain a large
amount of marijuana in Florida and the-
alleged illegal distribution of dilaudid,
[SD, cocaine and marijuana. The other
six counts of the indictment charge the
local physician with giving written
orders for various other narcotic
substances.
Named as co-conspirators in the
indictment were William Greg Lawson,
Dan Anderson and Tosun Yoruk.
Scarborough and Boyden were
named as undicted co-conspirators by
the grand jury.
Scarborough, the first pi „ecution
witness to testify in the trial, was
arrested along with Boyden in Ocala.
Two More Bodies Discovered In
Southgate Ruins, Toll Now 161
SOUTHGATE, Ky. t API- A swarm of
flies drew investigators to. two more
charred bodies hidden by debris late
Wednesday .raising the death toll in the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire to 161.
The bodies were found two days after
Southgate Fire Chief Dick Riesenberg
said he was certain there were no more
victims in-the piles of rubble that once
was one of the Midwest's slickest
nightspots.
The dead were identified as Mrs:
Lenora Hill Gentry and Mrs. Charlene
Matthews, both of Cincinnati. Campbell
County Coroner Fred Stine said both
were part of a I05-member Gospel
choral group. The others escaped.
The coroner'S office had revised the
death count upward to 159 before the
additional bodies were discovered.
Meanwhile, officials said they had
ruled out arson in the club which en-
tertained some 3,500 people Saturday
night. They also set the location of the
fire's origin in the club's Zebra Room
where a wedding party left shortly
Auditions For 'Tom Sawyer'
Are Scheduled For Next Week
Auditions for the Community
Theatre's Production of Tom Sawyer
will be held Monday June 6 at the
Public Library, from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
and from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.; and also on
Tuesday, June 7, from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Scripts will be on reserve at the library
through Monday afternoon for anyone
interested in reading the play.
The play will be presented Thursday.
Friday, and Saturday June 23, 24, and
25 at the new city-county park.
Wacy Harrington, publicity chair-
man, announced that parts were
available for twelve young people, as
well as roles for eight adults. And since
this is a play about the difference
between the two, a sharp contrast
between the generations is necessary
Tom Sawyer, which was adapted
from Mark Twain's original story by
Sara Spencer is a very unique play




Members of United Auto Workers
Local 1541 at the Colt Industries plant in
Paris, Tenn., voted 489-359 Wednesda
against accepting a new contract offer
from the company.
The vote came at a meeting of the
union held at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus and
picket lines were reported at the Paris
plain by 1:30 pin. Wednesday.
The plant, which makes carbuertors.
was established in Paris in the late
1940s by Holley Carbuertor and wa,
purchased by Colt Industries in 1968
The plant is the largest employer in
Henry County with an employment of
921 hourly workers and about 100
salaried workers. Reports are that 58 of
the hourly workers are non-union
personnel.
The union has a regular meetiniz
scheduled for June 11 and Wallace
Baggett, union president, said that he
anticipates no called meetings before
that date.
The rejection of the contract, who '
expired at midnight Tuesday, signal'
the first official strike in the Par:,
plant's history. t
childhood mischief" while pleasantly
reminding adults that they were once
young, Ms. Harrington said.
Mrs. Spencer says of her work "This
play is to be enjoyed by children of
ages just as Mark Twain intended. It
was a labor of pleasure adapting his
work for the stage."
The play will be directed by Richard
Valentine who said. "I am very excited
about this. show because it will give so
many actors and actresses an op-
portunity to perform and create a
character, not to mention the ex-
citement involved in staging a major
production, and that is the main pur-
pose of our community theatre, to in-
volve interested people in every aspect
of the theatrical process."
Everyone who is interested in
auditioning is urged to come by the
library and look at the script, and make
. plans to audition next Monday and
Tuesday, Valentine said.
before the blaze erupted.
That room, near the front right side of
the posh club, was below a second Wary
party room where the latest viciiss7
were tholight_to have died. •
Kentucky State Police Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh confirmed that
evidence showed paper napkins and
other flammable debris had been
stacked against the wall of the Zebra
Room. He would not speculate whether
the fire began in that location.
"We're getting very close to deter-
mining how the fire started," Bran-
denburgh said.
The wedding party left the room at
8:25 p.m. The Southgate fire depart-




A Marshall County man has been
arrested in connection with a
marijuana cultivation operation ac-
cording to Kentucky State Police of-
ficials.
Bertrand Peterson, Jr., 50, Rt. 1,
Hardin, was charge-d with manufac-
turing marijuana after he was found
tending t two patches of the weed
growing in a wooded area off Ky. 962
approximately three miles east Of
Hardin, KSP officials said.
Kentucky State Police troopers
Buford Stafford and Ronnie Moran
along with Hardin Police Chief Leroy
Henderson, acting on information
received, observed Peterson watering
and picking marijuana plants ac-
cording to reports. They watched the
cultivation operation for approximately
10 minutes before moving in for the
arrest, it was reported.
Ttlema 
rataynaards paawtach,ef sr 0, r n ap-
proximatelythestate road, contained plants up to ap-
proximately three feet in height and
another group which appeared to be
recently sprouted, according to police
reports. The law officers on the scene
confiscated a total of 306 marijuana
plants from the two patches.
waitress discovered the fire and
reported it to other employes who then
began fighttnf the blaze and warning
patrons, Brandenburgh said in
reconstructing 'what happened just
before the fire began to claim victims.
The commissioner confirmed that
investigators from the National -Fire
Prevention Association were studying
the aftermath. The organization is a
private group that routinely examines
major fires.
* "Frankly, their expertise will help us
avoid having to say, The fire is of
undetermined origin,— Brandenburgh
said.
.He also said the NFPA experts had
found nothing suprising about the fire.
"They haven't been stumped by any of
the facts," Brandenburgh said.
Brandenburgh also appealed to all
patrons and employes, the night of the
fire, to send his investigators postcards
giving their names, their location in the





FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) --- An in-
terim legislative committee has calleu
for an investigation into the state fire
rnarshall's enforcement of fire sakty
regulations at the ill-fated Beverly Hills
Supper Club.
The Interim Joint Commit'ee on
Health and Welfare- voted to i) ,k state
law enforcement authorities sub-
poena all records in their junsdiction
relating to fire prevention at the club
The committee took its ai tion after
State Sen. Tom Easterly, D-Erankfort,
said state Fire Marshall Warren South-
worth told him he had b_.• n hampered
in enforcing fire safety regulations.
Easterly said he talked to Southworth
the week following a c. 11 visit to the
northern Kentucky night spot at
Southgate, and that Southworth said
someone -higher up had overruled
him- in his attempt., to enforce the
regulations at the iievi•fl) hills
TOBACCO WORK—kir. and Mrs. James T. Stark do a back-breaking chore of drawing dark fire tobac«) plants on









By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago when I was 16. I fell in
love with my brother's best buddy. lie IA as 19 and gave me
Iii encouragement.
I am ashamed to admit it, but the summer I turned IS I
threw myself at him in a way he couldn't turn down, and
we had an affair. He was my first and only. but I was
neither his first nor his only. He told me about the others.
Ile never once said he loved me, but f told him I loved
him. He said he couldn't get serious about any girl, but I
notice he's got a steady now, lie treats me like a sister
except, for those tunes I beg him to be a lover to me.
I feel so cheap, Abby, but Ltan't help myself. I love him
so much. When I see him with a girl, I get physically sick. I
turn down dates with other guys just to sit home and play
recta ds that remind me of him.
How can I make him love me?
IN LOVE AND !MISERABLE
DEAR IN LOVE: You can't. And if you invest any more
time and longing on this hopeless situation you're asking
for the misery you feel. A begging, brooding, girl is
unattractive, so substitute that wishbone for some
backbone and force yourself to get busy with other things
and thoughts of other people. You can get over him if you
irs, and try you must. Pray for strength. It works!
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for ,our understanding letter to
TEN YEARS TOO LATE.: You said, "No one steals
affection; people are usually drawn together by a mutual
need.- How wise you are.
When I was 26 I looked into a pair of dark eyes and felt
as though I had met the other half of my own soul.
I wasn't married, but he was. God knows how much I
longed to have 'a romantic encounter with this man, but I
ran from my feelings as though they were poison.
• in these days when most people seem to grab whnmever
land whomever) they want without a thought f the
consequences, perhaps I was foolish because riever again
did I feel that way about a man. Foolish or not, I himestly
believe that this way I have fewer regrets.
No answer is necessary, Abby. I just wanted to get this
off my chest.
BETTY
DEAR BETTY: Tanks for a powerful letter.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting married soon, and when my
aunt asked me. what I wanted for a wedding present. I
replied, "How much do you want to spend?"
Well, my mother heard me, and she really took me
apart! Abby, I still can't understand why my question was
out, of line.
I know that my aunt is going to buy me something, so
what's wrong with finding out what she had in mind? I can
use anything from a can opener to a color TV.
My mother said I should have told her that all I wanted
were her "good wishes." How hypocritical can you get?
This aunt happens to_tre. the richest one in our family.
JUNE BRIDE
DEAR BRIDE: Since she asked. I see nothing wrong
with offering a few suggestions. You could have started
with the can opener and ended with an eye opener —like a
color TV.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,






We Must Have A Sale!
Summer Koret
1/3 OFF






(Behind Jim's Shoe Outlet)
Charity Ball committee members make plans for the 13th annual ball to be held June4 at the Murray Country Club. Shown seated are Mrs. Bill Hopson and Mrs. DwainTaylor (tickets) and Mrs. Jim Thompson (refreshments) Standing are Mrs. GeorgeOakley (table reservations) and Mrs. Richard W. Knight (refreshments). For tickets, callMrs. Taylor at 753-8489 or Mrs. Hopson at 753-9350. Donations may be sent to Mrs.Howard Titsworth, 1316 Olive Boulevard, Murray.
Members of the Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority at Murray, State University recen-
tly made paper flowers to be used by the decorations committee for the Charity Ball.
"Mr.r..2921/14.
COLEMAN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman
of New Concord are the
parents of a baby girl,
MacRae Lee, weighing six
pounds fourteen ounces,
measuring nineteen inches,
born at 10:18 a. m. on Thur-
sday, May 19, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Trevor,
age seven. The father is
employed as a teacher for the
Calloway County Board of
Education, and the mother is a
teacher in the same system.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Kelso of
Lyn', Grove and the paternal
grandmother is Mrs. C. F.
Moody of New Concord. A
great grandmother is Mrs.
Rosie Williams of Benton.
BLALOCK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Don Blalock,
600 Poplar Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy.
Adam Nelson, weighing seven
pounds thirteen ounces,
measuring twenty inches,
born on Monday, May 23, at
9:56 a.m, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Holly Nicole, age 312. The
husband is employed with
South Central Bell Telephone
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Blalock of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Crouse of Murray
Route Eight.
Cadillac Clearance Sale
All Local Trade Ins
Priced To Sell!
1975 Sedan DeVille, 4 door, blue and white, fully equipped, 28,000
miles, traded in on new Lincoln Continental.
1972 Coup DeVille, brown and beige, like new, only 50,000 miles,
traded in on new Lincoln Continental
1972 Sedan De Ville, dark blue and black, extra good, average mileage,
traded in on Grand Marquis Mercury.
1972 Sedan DeVille, black on black, like new, average mileage, traded in
on Mercury Monarch.
1970 Sedan DeVille, blue and white, loaded with equipment, almost
good as new.
For A Better Deal See








Mrs. Dianne Dixon and Miss
Cynthia Caputo presented
their piano and organ student
in a joint recital held Sunday
May 29, at two p. m. in the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Both Mrs. Dixon and Miss
Caputo are teachers at
Conrad's Pianos and Organs.
of Murray. Folk songs and
traditional- - classics were





Marshall, Teresa Tinsley. Jeff
Dowdy, Melanie McClain,
Lynne Johnson, David Mc-
Cuiston, Angela Hendrick,
Ruthie Kitrell, Leigh Ann
Steely, Karen Turner, 'Regina
Peeler, Deana Cunningham,
Phil Resig, Kim Oles, Connie
Manning, Tracey Eldredge,
Skip Weber, Lynn Eldredge,
Terri Wells, Diane Weber,
Kristi Eldredge, Tina Rat-
terree, and Trina Tipton.
After the recital, per-





Homemakers Club met in the
home of Beverly Vance on
May tenth with nine members
present.
Faye Ward presented the
lesson on "Genealogy?'
The members held a
discussion concerning the
lessons for next year. They
also made plans for the
Murray-Calloway County
Fair.
A 'delicious salad lunct. was
served at noon. Those present
were Wanda Barrett,. Linda
Beane, Carolyn Enoch, Wanda
Henry, Shelia McGinnis,
Beverly Vance, Faye Ward,
Dinah Westerman, and Joyce
Houston.
Plans were made for a
picnic to be held Tuesday,




Pairings for the Pro Group
of the Women's Tennis of the
Murray Country Club for play
on Friday. June 3. at nine a.
m. has been announced as
follows:
Nancy Whitmer, Patsy





to all the participating
students. Special recognition
and awards were given to Skip
Weber and Tina Ratterree
who both performed in the
Murray Masir Teachers
Association recital held in
early May.
Other students receiving
awards were Jeff Dowdy,
"most promising beginner,"
and Karen Turner, "most
improved student." "Out-
standing Student" awards
were given to Regina Peeler,
Connie Manning, and Kim
Oles.
Unable to participate in the
recital were Leah Etherton,
Stacie Barber, Teresa Storey,
Melanie Etherton, Sherita
Greer, and Crystle Etherton.
A delicious cake, prepared
by Mrs. Judy Cunningham,
was served to the guests and
students after the awards
ceremony. Miss Susan Jones
assisted by passing out
programs and helping to serve
the refreshments.
Dan Dixon entertained by
playing popular selections on
the piano before the recital
started.
Planning decorations for the Charity Ball are Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse, left, Mrs. Dan
Boaz and Gary Haverstock. All proceeds will aid mental health services !altered by theMurray Comprehensive Care Center at 702-4 Main Street. Tickets may be purchased atthe door on June 4.
Charity Ball To
Be On Saturday
The 1977 Murray Charity
Ball Committees are at-
tending to last minute details
for the 13th annual ball to be
held June 4 at the Murray
Country Club.
The ballroom will come
alive with a springtime at-
mosphere, while the
nationally-known, fifteen-
piece Louis Brown Orchestra
from Nashville provides
dance music. A festive party
tent will be erected on the
club's patio to provide ad-
ditional seating.
Food for thee ttending
promises to be the best ever,
due to generous donations
from local businesses and
those in the surrounding area.
The 1977 Charity Ball
chairman is Mrs. Charles
Hoke, with Mrs. Samuel
Housden as co-chairman.
Other committee chairmen
are: Mrs. Howard Titsworth -
donations; Mrs. Jerry Grogan
and Mrs. Joe Rexroat -
publicity; Mrs, Joe Prince -
band arrangements; Mrs.
Charles Walston - finance;
Mrs. Dan Boaz and Mrs. Billy
Dan Crouse - decorations;
Mrs. Gary Haverstock - table
decorations; Mrs. George
Oakley - table reservations;
and Wilson Woolley donating
his talent as photographer.
Helping with the




Miss Sarah Catherine Ross
has completed plans for her
marriage to Jeffrey Lee
Smith.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Sunday, June 5,
at 3:30 p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, -Murray. The
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker will
perform the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception to follow.
Hutson, Mrs. Mike Holton, and
Mrs. Ed Carroll. Assisting on
table decorations are Mrs.
Gene Cook, Mrs. Allen Moffitt,
Mrs. William Whitaker, Mrs.
James Weatherly, -Mrs. An-
drew Batts, Mrs. Martin
Mattis, and Mrs. Charles
Wynn. The tables will display
replicas of colorful hot-air
balloons "ready for racing."
Mrs. Dwain Taylor arid Mrs.
Jane Hopson, co-chairmen for
ticket sales, have been
assisted by the following
ladies: Mesdames Rex
Galloway, A. W. Simmons,
Jr., Bunt Smock, Tommy
Carroll, John Wise, Eddie
Hunt, Bob Billington, Tommy
Alexander, Jim Hall, Scott
Seiber, Darold Keller, Pete
Waldrop, J. W. William, Gary
Marquardt, William Payne,




Ronnie Foster, David Carr,
Ted Bradshaw, Mary Jane
Jackson, Bert Coleman, Gene
McCutcheon, and James
Moore.
Mrs. James T. Thompson,
Mrs. Tim Miller, and Mrs.
Richard W. Knight have been
assisted by the following
ladies to arrange for the food
for the ball: Mrs. Harold
Shoemaker, Mrs. Ray Lafser,
Mrs. Keith Hayes, Mrs. Stuart
-Poston, Mrs. Allen Moffitt,
Mrs. Billy Wilson, Mrs. Don
Overby and Mrs. Steve
Compton.
Proceeds from the Charity
Ball go toward the operation
of the Murray Calloway
Comprehensive Care Center
which is located on Main
Street. As a result of the
Charity Balls, this worthwhile
center has expanded its
services over the years in
mental health.
To The Voters of The
City of Murray
I want to thank everyone that encouraged and
supported me and I appreciate the confidence you
showed me with your vote. I pledge to you if elec-
ted in November I will work for you, the people of
this great city of Murray.
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TWO SHOWS WEIS —
and four great movies to watch!
C VARA!
Lads Twits!
"Whines the Posh" 7:20









Late Show Fri & Sat. 11:40
"CANDY'S CANDY" (X)
11 en S.r Only
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7 20,9 25


















Sally Field Jerry Reed
Jackie Gleason
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Dulcie Swann Douglass, left, who retired as teacher at
North Calloway Elementary School, was presented with
a gold monogrammed pen by the North Parent-Teacher
Club. Making the presentation was Sarah Alexander,
North PTC president.
Staff photo by David Hal
Pottertown Homemakers Club Meets
At Colonial House For A Luncheon
The Pottertown
Homemakers Club held a
luncheon meeting on May 11 at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Bobbie
Cook presiding and Payte
Overcast reading a verse from
Madeline Bridges called "A
Seeking Mother" and scrip-
ture from Luke 40:1-52.
Iva Alford called the roll
with each member answering
with the -best Mother2s. Day
gift she, could receive." Two
guests were Leola Erwin.
sister of I.urene Cooper, and
Mildred, sister of Bobbie
Cook. Lottie Hurt became a
new member at the April
meeting, Lois Smith and
Cuss. ie Adams were absent
and not ill for five months as
stated, and B Melugin was
sent a get well card, all at the
April meeting,
Mrs. Cook reported on the
tasting luncheon at the First
United Methodist Church by
the Calloway Homemakers,
and the County Homemakers'
display at the Public Library.
The major lesson on
"Genealogy" was presented
by Mary Gertzen who related
how persons can trace their
genealogy by checking with
known relatives, Bible




'Society • at Frankfort,
University of Kentucky
Margaret King Library,
Western State University at
Bowling Green, and the large
collection at Salt Lake City,
Utah. Interested persons may
send for a catalog at the
Everton Publication, 526
North Main, Logan, Utah
84321.
Blanche Larson presented a
lesson on "Home Protection."
She told how important it wag
to have a fire extinguisher and
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hare net
received their heam-defivered
copy of The Merry, ledger S.
Times by S:30 p.m. Illenday-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p.m. on.Satur-
days or. word to cal 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
liteaday•Friday, er 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by op... week-
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
gesrentire delivery.
smoke detector.
Landscape notes were given
by Lucy Alderdice who said to
prune shrubs after they are
through blooming, to not be in
a hurry to remove plants too
soon, and to always prune
plants on an angle as this
encourage new growth.
Dorothy Simon led games,
I.urene Cooper led group
singing with Louise Short at
the_piano, and sunshine gifts
were opened.
Mrs.. Gertzen announced a
Senior .Citizens 19 days trip to
the Dakotas, Seattle, Wash.,
California, Las Vegas, etc.,
for July 7-26 with the cost
being ;439 couple and ;499
private rooms, lodging, and
each being allowed one large
suitcase and one small one.
She said a few vacancies still
exist.-




Werts, Robbie Harrison, Ruth
Weston, and Reba Jo Roberts.
The next meeting will be
June 8 at ten a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with an election of officers to
be held, and plans to be
discussed for a trip to Brandon
Springs in the Land Between




A breakfast was held in
honor of Miss Sarah Ross,
June 5th bride-elect of Jeffrey
Smith, on Saturday, May 28, at
the Holiday Inn with Mrs.
Wilbert Outland and Mrs. A.
Cook Sanders as the hostesses.
The bride-elect chose to
wear for the delightful oc-
casion a navy blue skirt with a
gob a and blue blouse. Her
accessories were navy and she
was presented a hostesses'
gift corsage of daisies and
baby's breath.
Guests included the bride-
elect's mother, Mrs. Lucille
Ross, and the bridesmaids —
Miss Lisa Jones, Miss Jenne
Pool, Miss Lori Vaughn, and
Miss Lisa Winters.
The hostesses' gift to the
honoree was a piece of her
chosen pattern of pottery.
by Jean McClure
A good all purpose potting soil is Fertffite or Vita Hume. Each is
a soil that is expertly blended. When to repot? When you notice
Your plants wilting atter watering, soil drying out quickly, roots
appearing on the soil surface, lower leaves turning yellow or leaf
size decreasing in growth. Begin by knocking the plant out of the
pot. A solid mass of roots with Fate soil means your timing is
right. Choose a pot about 2" wider and deeper than the old one.
It is better to underpot than overpot Use a layer of broken pot
parts as pebbles at the bottom for drainage. You w81 wonder
why you waited so long as you watch your plant flourish in its
new home.
For a fine selection of flowers and plants suitable for all oc-
casions at prices you can afford rely on SHIRLEY RORIST & GAR-
DEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street. 753-3251 We strive to
please with personal attention given to all your Moral needs. In
addition to indoor plants we carry bedding and vegetable plants
of all varieties. -Flowers and Plants for all OCC.114041S" Hours
Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
FLOWER IV: Leave tap water it container overnight to reach
room temperature for watering house plants.
Thursday. June 2
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p. in.
t'alloway Count) I rbrar)




Association will meet at the
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p m
Friday. June 3
Golden Age Club will have g
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.
Saturday, June 4
Coffee Break by Bluegrass
State C B Club %1 hold ;it
Beshe;ir Gym, North pith
Street. from five to ch.\ en p
Public invited.
Saturday, June 4
All Day Carnival for the
benefit of the Pans Landing
Community Fire Department
will be held at Buchanan
School, Buchanan, Tn.,
starting at ten a. in.
Saturday. June 4
The 13th annual Charity Ball
will be held from nine p. m. to
one a. m. at the Murray
Calloway Country Club. All
proceeds go to mental health
programs at the Com-
prehensive Care Center.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door.
Saturday, June 4
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at seven p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Virgin Chapter NO. 55 Order
of the Eastern Star will have
an ice Cream and cake sale at
three p.m. at Billy and Anita
Pert-y's hark on North First




memorial day services will be
held at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church.
McDaniel Cemetery,
located 3I-2 miles east of Alrno,
will have its annual basket
dinner at noon to take funds
for the upkeep of the
cemetery.
Annual homecoming will be
held at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Sunday. June 5
Descendants of Bruce and
Morgan Cunningham and also
•Sallie Goter will meet at ,the
Ellis Community Center at
noon for a potluck luncheon.
Ledbetter Baptist Church




have its annual homecoming..
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Arnold Thomason of
Murray Route Seven has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Lyda Hardin of




Peggy Lee Rogers of
Farmington Route One has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
MARYLAND VISIT
Mrs. C. G. Warner, Sr., has
returned home after a three
weeks' visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Henry C.
Schrader and family of
Potomac, Md. She also visited
friends in Arlington', Va., and
Washington, D. C. Mrs.
Warner and Mrs.: Schrader
spent two days at William-
sburg, Va. Mrs. Warner also
attended the wedding of
grandson, Henry C. Schrader,
Jr., to Mary McCourt on May
14 at Waterford, Conn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. T. G. Curd of Hazel
Route Two has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Robert Manor of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducrh.
KENTUCKY UTTLE MISS 1977 is Marcy Dawn Marine,
eight year old daughter of Don and Carole Marine and a
second grader at North Callowas Elementary School.
She was crowned at the pageant held May 21 at Murray
State University Lovett Auditorium and sponsored by
the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World. She will represent the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky in the National little Miss Pageant in Roanoke, Va.,
late this month. Photo by ArtCraft
Mr. and Mrs. J irtor Smith
Plan Celebration Sandal-
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Smith of Mayfield Route One will
celebrate their silver anniversary on Sunday, June 5, with a
reception at the PCA Building on East Broadway in Mayfield.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to five p.m.
The couple was married June 7, 1952, at First Presbyterian
Church, Mayfield. They are the parents of one daughter, Mrs.
Billy M. (Gail) Spillman of Wingo, and one son, Patrick Smith, •
Mayfield Route One. They have one granddaughter, -Alecia
Gail Spillman.
The reception will be hosted by the children of the couple and
also by Mrs. Tommy Corbitt of Waverly, Tn., sister of Mrs.
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or 15.00 to 35.00
Marcy Dawn Marine, Kentucky Little Miss 1977, seated, is surrouned by her court after
the pageant on May 21 sponsored by the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the WOW. They
are, left to right, Jennifer Ann Peyton, first runnerup; Cammy Dawn Gregory, fourth
runnerup; Renae Gibson, Kentucky Little Miss 1976; Paula Michele Bowen, tlyird run-
nerup; Candice Howard, second runnerup; lane Maga,. Mistress of Ceremonies and






Beautifully fashioned dresses that know
no limits for city, for traveling times,
these ore the fantastic new summer '
dresses from Bright's' We have more
series then yeu-sen-nneguma-,,so vrxia.r.ea
have o look that's uniqsuely you
Choose from sleeveless, cap sleeve,
short sleeve and long sleeve in
summer brights plus white Junior,
missy and half sizes moderately
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tetu.,•110 • WILLIS KNYINr
JOON", 110.••••10b esarme.
Johnny Bohannon, principal at North Calloway
Elementary School, was presented•a plaque by Sarah
Alexander, president of the North Parent-Teacher Club,
at a recent meeting at the school. Bohannon has-now
accepted the position of supervisor of instruction of the
Calloway County Board of Education.
Staff photo by David Hill
Anniversary Celebration
For The Holleys Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Holley will observe their silver wedding
anniversary on Sunday, June 5, with an open house at their
home in Puryear, Tn. All friends and relatives are invited to
call between the hours of two to five p.m.
The couple was married on June 7, 1952, and they have one
son, Jerry Lee Holley of Puryear, Tn. Mr. Holley is employed
with the Paschall Truck Lines, Murray.
Hello -Summer!
JuDon's is greeting summer with this special_
20% OFF




IT'S OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY...
COME CELEBRATE WITH US...
As our thank you for making our first year so rewarding we
are having a SALE June 1st thru 4th.
There will be discounts on almost EVERYTHING in the store
with some savings up to
50%







Household Shower Is Held
To Honor iliss McKinney
Miss Teresa McKinney,
June 10th bride-elect of David
Rudolph, was the honoree at a
household shower held at the
fellowship hall of the Palestine
United Methodist. Church on
Friday, April 29. •
The gracious hostesses were
Wyvonne Rudolph, Shelda
Keeling, and Cindy Rudolph.
The bride-elect chose to
wear for the event a navy and
white print dress and was
presented a corsage of white
carnations on a background of
navy and white by the
hostesses.
Games were played with the
winners presenting the prizes
to the honoree. She opened her
many lovely and useful gifts
including the hostesses' gift of
a gold kitchen clock and a
barbeque grill.
The gift table was overlaid
with a green lace cloth and
centered with a bride and
groom centerpiece with pink
and green streamers hanging
from the ceiling down to the
gift. table.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, mints, and. nuts were
served. The color scheme of
pink and green was used.
Approximately sixty per-
sons were present or sent





of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees held on
Friday, May 27, at 9:30 a. m.
at the Executive Room of the
Woodmen of the World
building.
The president, C., 0. Bon-
durant, presided. Plans-were
made for the group to take a
bus tour of the Land Between
the Lakes on Friday, June 24.
The bus will leave Murray at
i0:15 a. m. with lunch to be
served at Brandon SpringS;
and then a guide will conduct a




The Legion of MAP), of St.
Leo's Catholic Church ob-
served its 13th anniversary
with a luncheon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord on May
eleventh.
Guests at the luncheon in-
cluded Msgr. A. Higdon from
St. John's, the Rev. Pike
Powell from Paducah, the
Rev. Robert Willett from
LaCenter, the Rev. Jerry
Wurth from Metropolis, Ill.,
the Rev. Harold Diller,
chaplain at St. Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, and the
Rev. Martin Mattingly from
St. Leo's who is the group's
spiritual director.
Mrs. Robert Ross is
president of the local
Praesidiuin, Mater Dolorosa.
Reservations at six dollars
per person should be in by
Friday, June 17, and the
capacity of the bus with rest
room facilities will be for
thirty-eight persons. A letter
will be sent during the first
week in June to the mem-
bership and guests are
welcome, Bondurant said..
"This is a good opportunity
to see this beautiful and well
kept vacation lancrand also to
get a chance to dine on buffalo
steak," a spokesman said.
The State Federation of
Chapters will meet'June 6 and
7 at Covington. Represen-
tatives from Murray will be
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Douglas,
and Van Valentine. Mr.
Douglas has been placed on
the legislative committee, Mr.
Bondurant will be chairman
and Mr. Valentine will be a
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Felicia Housden Is Honored With
Miss Felicia Housden, June
10th bride-elect of Bobby Hill,
was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Thursday,
May 12, at seven p.m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
The hostesses for the event
were Shirley Kingins, Debbie
Colson, Rebecca Brandon,
Wanda Housden, Mary
Housden, and Lynda Thom-
pson.
For the occasion the
honoree chose to weaPa green
pants and vest ensemble and
was presented a corsage of
Russell's Chapel United Methodist •
Church Women Meet At Kelly Home
The United Methodist
Women of Russell's Chapel
Church met at the home of
Linda Kelly on May ninth with
President Martha Crass
presiding and opening with
prayer. ,
Barbara Brown gave a
progress report on the church
remodeling project. A special
offering was taken for the
flood victims of Kentucky,
Tennessee, and other affected
areas.
Edith McKinzie gave the
devotion. Lavine Carter
conducted the Bible Study and
assigned Chapters 19 and 20 of
the Book of Matthew for future
study.
loois Sparks gave an in-
spiring talk on "Com-
municating With God Through
literature." She said that
-Gullivers' Travels" proved
to be a wonderful source of
study.
Martha Crass and Dolly
Lorenz attended the
.Presidents Day" in Paris,
-Tn., on May 12.
Linda Kelly and Toni
Hopson served refreshments
to: Lora Wilkinson, Ethel
Walker, Barbara Brown,
Carrie Hicks, Gustine Dill,
Klara Wutzke, Irene Donnan,
Lavine Carter, Dolly Lorenz,
Lois Sparks, HelenJianchek,
Cecelia Noonan, Edith
McKinzie and Martha Crass.
The next meeting will be at
one p. m. on June 13 at the
home of Dolly Lorenz. All
members are urged to attend
as the drawings will be held on
this afternoon for the two
afghans and eight pillows. If
for any reason attendance is
not possible, the individual
members should see that their
tickets reach Barbara Brown
in time for the drawing. As











































































Moss. Netraw. Woo, City, Cake $in/ Wrollilsoes
stated previously, the funds
received from these tickets
will be used to defray the
expenses incurred during the
current remodeling of the
church.
daisies with two gold mock
wedding bands by the
hostesses.
Mrs. Ronald Housden,
mother of the honoree, and
Mrs. Bob Hill, mother of the
groom-elect, were presented
corsages of daisies by the
hostesses. The bride-elect's
grandmother, Mrs. Eunice
Housden, and the groom-
elect's grandmother, Mrs.
Hester Hugh Brown, also had
daisy corsages.
A color scheme of green and
yellow was used in the
decorations. The beautifully
appointed tea table was
overlaid with a yellow cloth
under white lace and centered
Shower
with an arrangement of yellow
and white daisies in an ultra-
marine swirl depression glass
bowl flanked by candles.
Green punch, cake, mints,
nuts, and pickles were served.
Guests signed the white and
yellow bride's book with a gold
feathered pen. Approximately




Mrs. William Majors of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
CesPuli 84161 Ctittek -A4.1.mathIpets.171.4k Cult -
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ct NOW IS THE TIME!
1
We have racks and rocks of dresses, jumpsuits and
pantsuits. You can save ½ to 50% NOW Come ear-
ly and take. home a closetfull.
SPORTSWEAR SPECTACULAR
• JEAN TOPS SHORTS • 1-TOPS
• SHIRTS • SKIRTS • TOPS /99 c 99
Regular 8.99 to 16.99 %,./ to
PREWASHED DENIM JEANS
Preshrunk for that great fit! Prewashed
for that popular faded look!
REG. 19.99 899
SWIMSUITS SALE!
You'll have fun in the sun in our
swimsuits. At this fabulous price why
not buy one for each day! REG. 16.99 8
99
CANVAS HANDBAGS
Personally for you! FREE initial on
our super canvas handbags. All the 99most wanted styles & colors. REG. 9.99
• apors CHARGE • BANK AMEINNARD • MASTER 0-1 ANC E •
it:."1. Cott& l C'6






















NEW YORK (AP) — The newest
speculation in the financial district here
is not even a security. It is signed
graphics, sometimes sold sight unseen,
the attraction being mercenary rather
than aesthetic.
Moving into the field are salesmen
whose chief interest heretofore was
commodities 4 such as wheat and silver
and maybe even hog bellies. In art they
foresee large profits, primarily by
selling to business executives.
Answering an unsolicited telephone
call, a businessman is told -We are in
the position of being able to supply you
-with signed graphics from some of the
best known artists of today, such as
Dali, Picasso, Chagall, Miro."
4.• He is further informed that "Since
the value of these prints has con-
sistently gone up it is important that
you be in a position to move quickly."
Then the blunt question is put:
"Could you, if our literature meets with
your approval, write a check for $4,000,
our minimum order?" The words are
from the approach of one company.
Some businessmen understandably
are reluctant to say yes, but some do.
-Judging from the purchase orders I
have seen," said a midtown art dealer,
"they could be too successful." He
fears a speculative boom — and
collapse.
While only a few companies are in-
volved in the trade so far, some
salesmen have ideas of branching out
on theirewn,and claim there may be as
many as 40 to 50 such firms by sum-
mertime.
Evidence so far, however, suggests
the art entrepreneurs might be having
a more difficult time of it.
One individual who sought an
arrangement with a source of art
prints, writing on the stationary of one
of the largest, most prestigious in-
vestment firms in the world, later
denied he had even considered the
business.
"In no way at all is it the business of
this firm," he said. "And personally,"
he added, "I am involved in no way at
all." Then he demanded: "Where did
you get my name?"
Asked if his business was a success,
Charles Lombardo, president of Wall
Street Graphic Art Corp., one of the
first in the telephone business, and he
claims, the employer of a dozen
salespeople "they come and go"),
saicl-, "It's too soon to be sure."
Lombardo said he was putting his
efforts "on the back burner" while he
devised "new procedures, a new
catalog." He said it would take six
months more for him to answer the
question.
Wall Street Graphic Art has offered
various portfolios of signed prints at
what are claimed to be large discounts
from "uptown" prices. One grouping,
for example, includes a Picasso or
Chagall, plus a Miro, Dali, Calder,
Marini-Baskin and Belmer for $10,000.
The retail price is said to be $12,200.
Why should businessmen want such
hand-signed works? Because, relates a
Wall Street Graphic Art "insider
report,' there. 4."a break out toward
much higher prices for original signed
and numbered graphics..."
Therefore, "The dernaiiirT6r fine art
is ... increasing exponentially while the
supply of such art increases linearly;
hence, the supply will not keep up with
the demand at current prices."
Under a heading, -Positions to be
taken in the following artists im-
mediately," are listed Alexander
Calder, Salvador Dali and Joan Miro.
Calder, it is noted, died last November,
Dali is 73 and Miro 84.
"Conclusion: Prices paid for original
signed and numbered graphics by
famous artists have the potential to
double in the next 9 months to4dyears.
Immediate poaltions should be in-
stituted.::" • -
Connoisseurs cringe at the word
"position." They might tolerate "in-
vestment," because that could denote
aesthetic as well as pecuniary motives.
But they dislike the notion that art
should be sold like commodity futures.
"If these Wall Street firms are
successful, and if they are misleading
in their claims, the entire fine arts
market place could be adversely af-
fected," said Bruce Whyte, president of
Original Print Collectors Group.
"Don't buy any works of art sight
unseen," Whyte advises. And if you do
buy to resell, "Don't forget to figure in
seller's commissions, which could
range from 10 per cent to 40 per cent."
Nixon Has Historical
Precedent For Claim
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Outrageous
as it may have sounded to many people,
Richard M. Nixon has historical
precedent for his claim that the wand of
the presidency can turn an otherwise
illegal act into a legal one.
In Nixon's view, there are situations
where the best interests of the country
dictate presidential actions that can't
wait for laws to be passed. -There are
nuances," he told television inter-
viewer David Frost. "Each case has to
be considered on its merit."
Nixon was arguing his right to order
burglaries, wiretaps and other -in-
trusions into privacy because of threats
to national security or internal peace.
The nation was torn apart ideologically
by the Vietnam war, he said, and
dissent was delaying peace.
He quoted Abraham Lincoln:
"Actions which otherwise would be
unconstitutional could become lawful if
undertaken for the purpose of
preserving the Constitution and the
nation.-
It can be argued whether secrets
about Daniel Ellsberg, as hidden in his
psychiatrist's filing cabinet, compare
in import with the desperate national
emergency that confronted Lincoln.
Nonetheless, the debate over inherent
presidential power predates the
founding of the Republic.
Thomas Jefferson had no peer in
proclaiming the need for strict in-
Letter To The Editor
terpretation of the Constitution and
warning of the dangers of presidents
overstepping their bounds.
Yet Jefferson conceded a national
security emergency might compel a
president to act on his own because "his
motives will be a justification." He
said, -To lose our country by a
scrupulous adherence to written law
would be to lose the law itself ... thus
absurdly sacrificing the end to the
means."
In 1952, Harry S. Truman directed the
seizure of the country's steel mills,
fearing 'a nationwide strike would
cripple delivery of military material to
American troops in Korea,. Truman
explained circumventing the Fourth
Amendment right against warrantless
seizure by saying, feel sure that the
Constitution does not require me to
_.andanger our national safety by letting
all the steel mills shut down."
When the seizure went to the courts,
Truman's defense was that his
"inherent and independent power" was
limited only by impeachment or by
defeat in the next election. Nixon made
a similar contention in the Frost in-
terview..,
The 'Supreme Court ruled Truman's
'steel seizure unconstitutional.
But Nixon's claim, that the
President's approval of an otherwise
illegal act "enables those who carry it
out, to carry it out without violating a
law," may have some indirect court
"backing.
Speech Team Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
The Calloway High School Speech
Team would like to take this op-
portunity to thank all the people in
Murray and Calloway County who have
supported our team through a vic-
torious year, climaxed with our win-
ning the Kentucky State Speech
Tournament.
We would like to extend our ap-
preciation to all who supported our
sales projects, enabling us to finance
our trips .to the various tournaments.
We want to say a special thanks to Mr.
McAlister for his support and co-
operation throughout the year.
Also our thanks goes to the Bank of
Murray and Peoples Bank for their
donations and use of their facilities. To
the businesses and organizations of
Murray and'Calloway County we offer
our appreciation.
Last, but not least, our gratitude goes
to The-Murray Ledger and Times for
their excellent coverage of our team
activities. This coverage has boosted us
tremendously-throughout the year.
In short, we ' would like to put a
special emphasis on the fact that
without the support of ou: parents and
the citizens of Murray and Calloway
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Garrott"s Galley
An American Chestnut Tree,
A Rarity, Is Found In Area
By M. C. Garrott
I didn't know until the other day that
the American chestnut tree was so
scarce. Joe Tom Erwin tells me that a
blight either killed or severely
damaged most of them some years
back, and now it is a rarity to come
upon one in the woods.
His brother, Billy, hereafter to be
known as "Squire Erwin" now that he
has been elected a Calloway County
magistrate, recently found one,
however. It's located in a fence row on a
farm Billy bought not long ago just
across the line in Tennessee. It's about
50 feet tall, some 12 to 14 inches in
diameter at the stump and about 10
inches at six feet from the ground.
It's in good condition with only one - Mt' Ross was in Fulton County
small patch of blight at its base. There
is a scar about three feet from its base
as iPit, too, might have been a blighted
area which has since healed.
The ground around the tree was
covered with burrs when Joe came
upon it. Several of them were open and
appeared to have had mature chestnuts
in them, although none of the nuts were
around. The squirrels probably took
care of that.
Barry Bingham, Jr., who publishes
the Louisville Courier-Journal, has a
great interest in the American chestnut
tree, and Joe has invited him down into
these parts to see this one.
+++++
After some 20 years of big city life in
St. Louis, William Edward and Jean-
nette Rogers have come home to live.
William was with McDonnell-Douglas
Aircraft up there practically all of that
time, and has 'just accepted a position
here With the Tappan plant. They have
rented the Bob Moyer home on the
corner of Dogwood and Glendale.
William grew up out in the southwest
section of the county, and Jeannette is
one of three daughters of Mrs. Lyda
Miller, 1207 Poplar. Sandra Rogers and
Anna Faye Taylor are her siiters, and
all four of them went to school at Lynn
Grove. Sandra's husband, Glenn,
comes from another set of Rogerses
from William Edward's family. They
are not related.
He and- 'Jeannette do" have one
daughter, Mrs. Cindy Puhl, who con-
tinues to live in Florissant, Mo.. a
northwest suburb of St. Louis.
Now Mrs. Miller will have all three of
her daughters with her when they go
out to Perkins' for lunch. I'll bet she'll
like that!
Mrs, -Harmon Ross, Route 2, called
the other day to fill me in a little more
on Mrs. Lyle Bacon Shaw, Some time
back, Jim Hughes had found a 1918-19
report card belong to "Lyle Bacon" in a
box of odds and ends he had bought at a
yard sale, and shared it with me We
thought "Lyle Bacon" was a man, but
Today
In Historv
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 2, the 153rd
day of 1977. There are 212 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1953, Britain's queen
Elizabeth II was crowned in West-
aiinster Abbey.
On this date:
In 1851, Maine became the first state
to enact a prohibition law.
In 1886, President Grover Cleveland
married his ward, Frances Folsom. at
a White House wedding.
In 1924, Congress conferred
citizenship upon all American Indians.
In 1941, Adolf Hitler and Benito
Mussolini held a war meeting at
Brenner Pass in the Alps.
In f1344, the United States opened a
bomber base in the Soviet Union to
carry out shuttle raids against Ger-
many.
In 1969, the Australian aircraft
carrier, Melbouene, sliced through the
U.S. destroyer, Frank E. Evan. during
maneuvers in the South China Sea
Seventy-four American lives were lost
Ten years ago: More than oi"10
shouting landlords smashed the doors
of the New York City Flail and battled
police as they tried to see Mayor John
Lindsay to protest a strike by apart-
ment house workers.
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she's a lady, we, learned.
Mrs. Ross, who was Sarah Magdalyn
Byrd of Fulton County before she
married 44 years ago, also attended the
Sylvan Shade School down that way, as
did Mrs. Shaw, who now lives in the
Davey Crockett Hotel in Union City,
Tenn.
Mrs. Vernon (Charlotte) Stub-
blefield, Jr., of Murray is another alum
of the Sylvan Shade School, but both she
and Mrs. Ross went to school there
after Mrs. Shaw did. She also was a
Fulton County Shaw before she married
Vernon and settled in Murray. Mrs.
Lyle Bacon Shaw's husband, Arthur,
who died a few years ago, was one of
Mrs. Stubblefield's cousins.
recently and asked a brother-in-law,
John Turney Davie, if he knew or
remembered Mrs. Shaw. He did and
even described the horse she drove to
school. His name was "Blake," he was
coal black with a white face and white
"stockings" on his feet.
All of which goes to show you that no
matter where you are somebody knows
somebody you know or of whom you
have heard. It's really a small world.
+++++
Now that the election is over,
wouldn't it be great if the posters of the
candidates would disappear from the
trees and utility poles as quickly as did
the bumper stickers of the losers? -
Speaking of bumper stickers, I have
just seem my first "Hubbard in '78""
sticker. It's on-a white Nova parked
!tar the corner of Vine and South 7th.
They'll have to -hitetrucreal ly auctplow
late to get ahead ofiCarroll, who, apa
patently., wants to stay in Washington
for two more -years as our
Congressman.
The next primary election is almost a
year away, but his people already arte
at work.
10 Years Ago
Commencement exercises for 99
members of the 1967 graduating class of
Murray High School were held at the
Murray State University Auditorium
last • night. Speakers were • Melanie
Boyd, valedictorian, Nancy Baker,
salutatorian, and Fred Schultz,
superintendent.
Dwight Crisp, retired Boy Scout
executive from Binghampton, N. Y.,
now residing in Murray, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Deaths reported include Elmus E.
Williams, Tipton A. Tucker, and Mrs.
Claude E. Smith.
James Allan Parr, head of the
Language Department, Murray State
University, has .-been awarded the
Doctor of Philosophy degree from the,
University of Pittsburgh.
N. P. Cavitt and Son of Murray are
new members of the American Shor-
thorn Association
20 Years Ago
Airman Bertnon Donelson is now
taking his basic military training at the
Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texas,
Dwain Taylor of the Hazel High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America has been elected as
treasurer of the District F'F A.
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club are Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Mrs. H. T.
Waldrop, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr., Mrs.
James Lassiter, Mrs. N. B. Ellis, wad
Miss Frances Sexton.
Births reported include a boy,
Michael Gene, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
J.• Brandon on May 19, and a boy, Billy
Dan, to Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Edgar
Walker on May 23.
Two features, "Rebel Without A
Cause" and -East of Eden," both
starring James Dean, are showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
OPIAION PA G El




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Did you ever stop to think what new
housing construction means to Murray
and Calloway County?
According to_incal estimates, there
are approximately 50 new homes being
constructed in Calloway County at this
time. City Planner Steve Zea tells us
that there are about 30 homes presently
under construction either within, or just"
on the fringes of, the Murray city limits
and that probably another 20 are under
construction in the remaining areas of
the county.
New housing contributes to an upturn
economy. It also stimulates
production in many housing related and
support businesses including lumber
mills, brick yards, building material
dealers, appliance manufacturing, etc.
We recently read a report of what
fifty new homes, ranging in price from
$25,000 to $65,000 each or an average of
$45,000 per house, would mean to the
local community.
The figures presented in that repoll
follow:
0+0
The hard cost of building 50 new
homes would be $1,582,500 for material
and labor.
An estimated 75 jobs would be
created because each house built
generates about Pt years of em-
ployment in the construction and other
housing related industries.
. Out of these 75 jobs approximately 50
of them-would be -filled by cai I/enters,- -
brieklayers, electricians, , piumbers,
roofers and 'other workers in the
Kentucky Clt)seup
building trades thus the construction Of
50 houses would provide over $650,000 in
local wages.
A good slice-of this money will go
back into the local economy as these
workers buy food, homes, cars, 'fur:.
niture and other goods and services:"
Over $99,000 would be deducted for
federal income taxes and $38,000 for
Social Security tax. State and local
governments also collect their share of
taxes.
In addition to the $650,000 in labor
cost and $932,500 material cost an
estimated $260,000 would be spent to
buy the land for 50 homes. Another
$70,000 would go for site improvements
such as water and sewers, streets and
utilities. -
The buyers of these 50 homes will pay
$33,500 in real estate taxes which in turn
helps pay for schools and other city and
county services.
The new home buyers would pay
about $148,000 in mortgage interest
'payment and $11,000 in property in-
surance each year. An estimated
$371,250 would be paid by the buyers
and builders for construction and real
estate fees and closing costs.
Housing production further
stimulates local retail sales. The 50 new
home buyers will spend $100,000 plus for
appliances, furniture, drapes and other
items.
Altogether, a total of about $2,576,250
worth of new jobs, goods and services
are generated in one year by the con-
struction of these 50 new houses.
Coupon Oddities
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press'Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) '.
Americans are a thrifty...1ot f they'll save
anything that can be redeemed for
premiums.
Most people choose household ap-
pliances, but Helen Hart recently
received an inquiry from a customer
who asked if he could exchange his
coupons for a talking parrot. There was
a postscript to the letter.
"Could you inform me on how you tell
a male from a female ( parrot I?"
Helen answered his question, then
suggested he make another selection
since pets weren't available.
They're one of the few items not listed
in the current 80-page catalog put out
by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.
The company's first cigarette coupons,
issued in 1932, could be turned in for a
deck of playing cards.
As the idea caught on, the number of
premiums increased and even included
U.S. Savings Bonds during World War
It's become a booming business, with
'five million coupons being processed
daily at the redemption center here,
and 12 million during the Christmas
rush.
Last year, in addition to mailing
1,129,693 items, the Louisville-based
firm paid $399,955 in cash to those who
wanted it. The coupons are valued at
three-quarters of a cent.
Premiums probably are as old as
commerce itself, dating back to the
1700s in America, when Louisiana
grocers distributed candy and fruit to
build up their trade.
In the 1830s and 1840s,- magazine and
newspaper publishers attempted to
increase circulation by giving away
engraviugs of pictures appearing in
their publications.
The gimmick was refined in the 1850s
by B.T. Babbitt, who had wrapped his
soap in paper to protect it. The soap
didn't sell well until Babbitt converted
the wrapper into a coupon arid ad-
vertised that they could be mailed in for
lithographs.
One of the first tobacco firms to
utilize premiums was Blackwell. the
manufacturer of Bull Durham. It once
offered a free farm for just six coupons.
But there was a catch.
Under the large headline, -A Farm
Given Away," was this explanation:
"The house and animals can be cut out
and Made to stand, thur making a
complete miniature farm."
Helen, as director of customer ser-
vice, mails out. approximately 6,000
pieces of correspondence a month —
and gets. some interesting letters in
exchange.
One woman wrote that she had
named her baby after Helen and
promised that "if you'll send me your
home address, I'll send you a picture of
my daughter as soon as she is old
enough."
Helen, unfortunately, doesn't exist.
She's a fictional character, like Santa
Claus and Peter Pan.
Brown & Williamson created Helen to
add that personal touch to the coupon
operation.
Bibb, Thought
And it shall come to - pass, that
whosoever shall call on the name
of the Lord shall be saved. Acts 2:21.
( salvdt:on tri
dl grt.,up hut
(rri,t)it'arto,fit 1) An'ooto, A.hrt t() 
Let's Stay Well
New Epilepsy Drug Withheld
0. Mr 1. F'. whose Wife a, an
epileptic, has heard that a drug
which is safe and effective
against epilepsy ha,: been
available in a number of other
nations hut is not allowed to he
prescribed by physician:: in the
United States
If such a situation txists so
that many epileptics who need
this drug can't get it, he wants
to know Floss' the problem can
be resolved so that the medica-
tion soon becomes available to
those pie rsoris who need it.
A. You are probably refer-




DPA) which has been used suc-
ByFJL Blasingame 1)
cessfully in England since 1974
and is nov,i available ri about
15 European and other nations.
The Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) is requiring ad-
ditional clinical tests on this
drug. and it is likely that it will
about another year before
they can be performed The
National f.'ommission tor the
Control of Epilepsy he';Pves
that this is not win enough
According to a quote in a re-
cent issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Richard Masland, M.D., execu-
tive director of the commission,
said, "As many as one million
seizures could -be prevented
this year if we had access to
this drug 11,1'A
A British expert. Peter
Jeavons, M.D . says that
valproate sadium is the "drug
of choice for generalized
epilepiy."
The chemical make-up (il
this antiepileptic drug is
different and unrelated to
other medicines in current iza.
Many of these cause advera,
reactions or are ineffective in
certain patients who might be
relieved and tolerate well the
use of f)PA.
The FDA says that it is
obliged to apply the law as
pavied by the S Congress in
1962. Many authorities on phar-
maceuticals believe our taw:
and regulations ar., too
FJ L Blasingame, MD
rmgent and severe and fail to
allow physicians faced with
I i eating ill persons to have
available more readily
medicines that are safer and
available ekev.hert• in ad
vanced nations This lag ap,
plies not only to this drug but to
many others.
feel that the del:os are
ting v.orst, in thd• proci-.‘rri4
drug:, h the FDA ;Ind that tril,
important matter
prompt attention ti \ Conilri.
Patients with !,•-•r•isei iii.
eases often ,tifter or
necessarily he( ause• medicine
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Purcell Top-Seeded In
State Tourney Singles
Seedings and pairings have
been announced for the first
round of both singles . and
doubles in the Kentucky State
High School Tennis Tour-
nament which begins Friday
morning in Lexington.
To the surprise of nobody,
Murray High senior Mel
Purcell is the top-seeded
player in the boys' singles.
For the past two years,
Purcell finished second to
Mark Buechler of Louisville
St. Xavier. Buechler now,.
plays tennis for Clemson
University in the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
Central's Mark Behr is
seeded second while Mark
Alvarez of Trinity is seeded
third and Franklin-Simpson's
John Mark Font's is seeded
fourth.
Purcell is scheduled to meet
Tommy Morton of Bowling
Green in the second round
after drawing a first round
bye. Also in the singles for
Murray High is Brent Austin
who goes in the first round
against Dale Randall of
Jefferson Fairdale.
In the girls' singles,
Regional champion Jill Austin
of Murray is seeded fourth in
the tourney. Atherton's Whit
Stodghill is the top seed while
Beverly Ramser of Presen-
tation is second and Amy
Dougherty of Sacred Heart is
third.
Austin will play in the
second round against Suzanne
Kuhlman of Fort Mitchell
Notre Dame.
Also in the singles for
Murray High is Robyn Burke
who will play the winner of the
first round match between
Carol Watson of Richmond
Model and Rita Ohms of Jef-
ferson Stuart. 
.
In doubles play, the Murray
High duo of Brad Boone and
Raymond Sims did not have
any luck in the draw. Though
no seeding were made in the
boys: doubles, the odds-on
favorites for the finals are the
Central team of Robby Ur-
bach and Lynn Bybee and the
Lexington Henry Clay duo of
Whitney Bradley and Charles
Wilkerson.
Sims and Boone must play
the Henry Clay doubles team.
However, Sims and Boone
drew a first round bye and are
automatically in the quar-
terfinals so they could reach
the championship match with
a pair of wins.
The story is different in the
Sincere
Appreciation
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to
the voters that supported and worked so faith-
fully for me.
To all the voters, my family and I say
thanks for the courtesy shown us.
Bill Bailey
Paid for b Bill Haile)
girls' doubles play where the
top-seeded duo is Laurie
Montgomery - and Nina
Howard of Sacred Heart.
Seeded second is the Murray
High duo of- freshman Kathy
Outland and eighth grade star
Candy Jackson.
Like Sims and Boone,
Jackson and Outland also
drew a bye into the quar-
terfinals.
They will be playing against
the winner of the match
between the Owensboro pair
of Shawn Watson and Sheryl
Rouse and the Henry Clay
team of Beth Boyd and Ellen
Arens.
Murray High sent every one
of its players into the State
Tournament as the Tigers
swept all the honors last
weekend at the Regional
Tournament.
It's highly possible the
Tigers can come home with
two state titles a's Outland-
Jackson have an excellent
chance of winning as does
Purcell. It's not impossible for
Jill Austin to pull off a couple
of upsets either as she played
quite well last week in the
Regional.
Play will begin at 8 a.m.
Murray time Friday and
Saturday. Singles and doubles
finals will be held at noon on
Saturday, Murray time.
Soccer League Closes
Season With Five Games
The Murray Soccer
Association played five games
oVer Memorial Day weekend
and finished up the season.
On Friday, a makeup game
was played between tht. Red
Wings and Chiefs and the
Chiefs took a 10-3 win.
Sheri Swift, Shelley Howell
and Jeanette Williams booted
goals for the Red Wings.
For the Chiefs, Leslie Foster
and Ann Harcourt scored
three goals apiece while
Sidney Rankin had two. Kelly
Jo Cathey and Melissa Tinsley
eiCh added one goal. -
. In Saturday's. fIrst prrie,
the Cosmos edged' the Red
Wings 3-2. Margie Burchfield,
Greer Houston and Leslie
Thompson had a goal apiece
for the Cosmos.
For the Red Wings, Jill
Johnson and Jeanette
Williams scored the goals.
Cosmo goalie Leslie Franklin
blocked 12 attempts on goal.
The second game Saturday
found the Chiefs winning 11-0
over the Flyers. Ann Harcourt
scored four goals for the
Chiefs while Leslie Foster, Jill
Humphreys and Sidney
Rankin each had two Sabrina
Smith added one goal.
On Sunday, the first game
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over the Cosmos with Kelly Jo
Cathey and Sabrinia Smith
each kicking three goals.
Sidney Rankin added two
while Ann Harcourt and
Melissa Tinsley had one
apiece.
irie second game Sunday
was the last of the season and
in that contest, the Red Wings
blanked the Flames 5-0.
Jeanette Williams had three
goals for the Red Wings while
Sheri Swift and Lanette Priest
each had one.
Flame goalie Kendra
Thurmond had 13 saves. I
Each girl who played on a
Murray Soccer Association
team received a certificate
signed by league com-
missioner Sam Rankin and by
the girl's coach.
The Chiefs, coached by Sam
Rankin won first place. The
Red Wings, coached by Cecile
Applegate, finished second
while the Flyers, coached by
Ken Humphreys, took third.
The Cosmos, coached by
Kyle Spencer, were fourth and
the Flames, coached by Carol
Thurmond, were fifth.
Plans are underway to
continue the program for the
second through fourth grades
and to include some of the
grades at Murray Middle
School.
Anyone interested in helping
in any capacity should contact




Four local high school
athletes along with Murray
State graduate assistant
basketball coach Bob Ward
will attend the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes Conference
next week at Black Mountaic,
North Carolina.
Jon Alexander and .141
Kursave will reprtent
Murray High while Randy
McCallon and Kitty G:ir!iinil
will represent Calliitt,iy
County High School.
Ward is a member of the
Murray State chapter of Fr.\
Ward says he hopes chapti.rs
will be organized soon :it the
two high schools.
The camp will run fnq»
June 5 through the 11th
New Commissioner
BOISE, Idaho ( AP) — Stev'e
Belko, former football and
basketball coach- and athletic
director, Wednesday became
commissioner of the Rig Sky
Conference.
Belko, 60, replaces John'
Roning, who retired after' ,
seven years as commissioner.
Bellto was assistant football
coach at the University of
Idaho for five years, then
spent six years as head
basketball coach at Idaho
State. Four of his Idaho State
teams went to the NCAA
plaxoffs.
He was head basketball
coach at Oregon from 1956-
1971, when he became
assistant athletic director at
the school.
BASEBALL
SAN FRANCISCO — Pitcher
Jim Barr of the San Francisco,
Giants was suspended for
three days after removing
himself from a game against
the San Diego Padres at the
end of eight innings without






June 1st thru June 4th
GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL
Order Your Fireplace During
June and Receive:
FREE $750°
in Hearth Accessories with purchase of any size installed
brick or stone wood-burning fireplace. Over 150 models.
NO FOUNDATIONS REQUIRED
SMOKE FREE GUARANTEE
25 YEAR WARRANTY AND
CUSTOMER PROTECTION PLAN
*More Grand Opening Specials*








block oh cost iron
Swing out
(limit one to a customer while
they last )
4 days Only reg. S 129. 95 NOW
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS
Also many more HUM ACCESSORIES, GLASS










FLIGHT WINNERS-The winners of tile fights in the George Hart Teurnesnent Wednesday ere
from left to right, Nancy Howell, championship flight; Carolyn Caldwell, first flight; Mary
Bogard, second flight; Pauline Green, third MO; mid Polly Seale, fourth flight.
(91•61 Pfbetet b Mks modes)
CHAMPIONSITTP 1FLIGHT NeweN (second from left) receives her wising
trophy for sir first-place finish in the Geer* Hart Toentanient. Presenting the trophy is Mrs.
Lochie Hart. From left to right are Mrs. Hart, Miss Newell, tourney chairman See C.astelle mid
Mrs. Gene Landolt, daughter of the late George Hart.
Mayberry Rips Three Homers
After Trying Out New Stance
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
"Do it my way," Kansas
City Manager Whitey Herzog
crooned to slumping slugger
John Mayberry ... and
Mayberry's bat finally is
providing some sweet music.
On an off-day last week,
Herzog had Mayberry ex-
periment with a new stance. It
paid off Wednesday night
when the big first baseman
walloped three homers and
drove in five runs as the
Royals bombed the Toronto
Blue Jays 11-3.
"I gave him 200 games to do
it his way," said Herzog, who
patiently watched Mayberry
slump from a .291 average
with 38 homers in 1975 to .232
and 13 homers a year ago, "so
I thought it was time he should
take a suggestion from me. He
was very receptive to the idea
and he's hit about 500 balls in
batting practice since then."
Mayberry hit a two-run
homer off Jerry Johnson in the
fifth inning, a solo homer off
Mike Willis in the seventh and
another two-run shot off Tom
Bruno in the ninth, all
towering blasts over the right
field fence in Toronto. Al
Cowens chipped with a 5-for-5
game - three singles„ a
double and a triple.
White Sox 4, Orioles 2
Ralph Garr's two-run single
with the bases loaded and two
out in the seventh inning broke
a tie and prevented Jim
Palmer from snapping a
deadlock with Dave McNally
as the winningest pitchers in
Baltimore history.
Wilmer Ken Brett hurled a
six-hitter after coming into the
game with a hefty 5.55 earned
run average.
Red Sox 7, Rangers 5
Carl Yastrzernski hit two
solo homers, helping Boston
overcome an early five-run
deficit. l'he Rangers routed
Luis Tiant with five third-
inning runs, including con-
secutive two-run doubles by
Bump Wills and Dave May.
Boston chipped away at Doyle
Alexander with two runs in the
fourth. Yastrzemski's first
homer keyed a four-run burst
in the sixth and Rick
Burleson's two-run double off
Adrian Devine put the Red Sox
ahead 6-5.
Twins 4, Yankees 3
Rod Carew's two-run single
off relief ace Spa rky Lyle with
two out in the ninth inning
capped a three-run Minnesota
rally. Lyle replaced Ron
Guidry after the Twins opened
the ninth with singles by
Craig Kusick and Jerry
Terrell, followed by Butch
Wynegar's potential double
play grounder which took a
bad hop over the head of third
baseman Graig Nettles. After
a grounder and a strikeout,
Lyle walked Roy Smalley,
before Carew delivered his
winning hit.
Indians 6, Tigers 4
Duane Kuiper knocked in
three runs as Cleveland
handed Mark Fidrych his
second consecutive defeat
since, coming back from
spring training knee surgery.
Fidrych worked six innings,
allowing 10 hits and five runs,
all earned.
A's 6, Mariners 3
Doc Medich allowed one run
over the first seven innings,
Tony Armes tripled in two
runs and Earl Williams belted





PARIS - Brian Gottfried
rallied and upset top-seeded
tile Nastase of Romania 4.6,3-
6, 6-2, 6-2, 6-3 in a quarter-final




May 6-4, 7-5, 6-2, gaining a
berth in the semifinals.
Sometimes even the tooth fairy
needs a loan.
When dental hills. doctor bills, charge accounts and car payments are
taking a big bite out of your paycheck. come see us. Tell us how much cash you
Reed to straighten things gut. and well try to set up a Bill Consolidation Loan with
payments that are comfortable for you. Maybe we can help you manage
the high cost of smiling.
Everyday loans for
FsTvilcm everyday living.
Sorithside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 753-6702
quAl (1rporf umt‘. ( ,111rdn.1
Nancy Howell Of Clarksville
Wins George 1-14irt Golf crown
Nancy Howell, a 7-
handicapper from Clarksville,
Tenn., rode the wings of an
eaglt to victory yesterday in
her second try at the cham-
pionship flight of the annual
George Hart Invitational
Tournament at the Murray
Country Club.
The long-driving Miss
Howell, who also won the long-
drive contest with a 225-yard
boomer on the 18th hole,
rammed home a 20-foot putt
on the ladies' 5-par ninth hole
for an eagle three and a two-
under-par 36 for her first nine
in the 18-hole, medal play
tournament.
Although her tee shots oc-
casionally found the woods
and the rough and she three-
putted the 14th green, she
managed to scramble home
with a 39, two strokes over
ladies' par for the 5,687-yard
back nine and an even par 75
for the tournament.
Five strokes back and tied
at 80 were Mrs. Mary Bain,
the defending champion from
Sikeston, Mo., and living in
Murray for the summer and
playing out of the Oaks
Country Club, and Mrs. Carol
Hibbard of the host club.
Virginia Davis of Paducah
was next with 83 in the
championship flight.
Playing in a gusty wind and
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Balt 26 19 .578 -
Boston 25 21 .543 11/2
N York 26 72 .542 11/2
Milwkee 25 25 .500 31/2
Cleve 20 23 .465 5
,Detroit 18 27 .400 8












Texas 21 22 .488
Seattle 21 31 .404
Wednesday's Results
Kansas City 11, Toronto 3
Cleveland 6, Detroit 4
Boston 7, Texas 5
Minnesota 4, New York 3
Chicago 4, Baltimore 2
Oakland 6, Seattle 3
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Dobson0-4) at De-
troit (Rozezna 4-2), (n)
New York (Figueroa 6-3) at
Minnesota (Holly 2-1), (n)
Baltimore (Flanagan 1-3) at
Chicago (Barrios 4-3), (n)
Boston (Stanley 3-2) at Texas
(Briles 2-2), (n)
Oakland (Langford 4-3) at
Seattle (Pole 2-1), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at Chicago, in
Boston at Minnesota, (n)
Baltimore at Kansas City, ( n
Milwaukee at Texas, (o)
Cleveland at Seattle, (n)




W L Pet. GB
Chicago 29 16 .644
Pitts 27 17 .614
S Louis 28 19 .596
Phila 25 20 .556
Montreal 18 27 .400
N York 17 29 .370
West






Cinci 23 23 .500 9I-2
S Diego 24 29 .453 12
S Fran 21 27 .438 ln
Houston 20 28 .417 1342
Atlanta 17 33 .340 17Lz
Wednesday's Results
San Francisco 2, San Diego 0
New York 6, Montreal 4
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 0,
game called in 8th inning, rain
Cincinnati 5, Atlanta 2
Chicago 4, St. Louis 3, 13 in-
nings
Los Angeles 6, Houston 2
Thursday's Games
New York (Koosman 3-5; at
Montreal (Warthen 2-2), i n
Houston (Bannister 1-SI at
Cincinnati ( Billingham 6-3, n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Francisco at Atlanta, 2
it-n)
St. Louis at Montreal, n
Philadelphia at New York.
In)
Chicago at Pittsburgh, i n
Houston at Cincinnati, (ni
San Diego at Los Angeles.
(n)
Buy one of these 4 5 through 20-
horsepower Mere fishing engines
(including our three electric start
Models) before June 30 . and
we'll give you a case of the
world's, finest two-cycle oil. Mer-
cury Quicksilver Formula 50
That's enough for a year's fishing
for the average owner
FOOLPROOF
You can't lose no matter which
Mere fishing model you_choose. -----
All give you great economy with - -
quick-starting Thunderbolt solid-
state capacitor discharge ignition -
and long ,tasting Perma Gap --
plugs. All give you quiet, smooth
operation with Jet Prop exhaust
and Dyna Float aircraft-type sus-
pension. All give you dependable
operation with Merc's famous
shock-absorbing propeller hub...
the one that absorbs underwater
impact . .. and doesn't need an











greens, Miss Howell was
never challenged after a
birdie four on the 402-yard
first hole. Mrs. Bain, still
recovering from injuries
received last summer in an
automobile accident, posted a
42 on the front nine and was
six strokes back at the turn.
Mrs. Hibbard was four back
with a 40.
Last year, Miss Howell won
four invitational tournaments
in the Clarksville area, but
failed to make an impressive
showing in the rain-soaked
1976, 9th renewal of the Hart.
She went on to win the
Clarksville Country Club In-
vitational, the Swan Lake
Invitational, also at
Clarksville, the Waverly,
Term.,, Invitational and the
Fort Campbell Invitational.
Formerly employed by the
Swan Lake Club, she is now
unemployed and planning on
spending the summer playing
golf before she goes back to
work.
Three awards were also
given in each of the five flights
for low net. In the cham-
pionship flight, these winners
were: Mary Jane Alford,
first; Wanda Mullinax,
second; and Virginia Davis,
third. All are from Paducah.
Carolyn Caldwell of the
Oaks Country Club, Murray,
was thelirst flight winner with
a 79, one stroke in front of
Violet Cummins, Paducah,
and three strokes in front of
Dot Dreher of the Rolling Hills
club, Lone Oak.
The low net winners in the




Mary Bogard of the Oaks
club with an 87 was the second
flight winner, one stroke
WINNING FORM-Nancy Howell of Clarksville displays her
wining driving form as she tees off on the 10th hole at the
Murray Country Club. Howell won the championship flight
Wednesday in the George Hart Tournament.
f %MI Metes by Mike Ira**
ahead of Murrelle Walker,
also of the Oaks, and Dot
Arnold, Paducah. Mrs.
Walker was declared the
second-place winner when
their cards were matched
hole-by-hole.
Julia Rambo, Mayfield, won
first place in the low net of the
flight, followed biTheatrice
Tapp, Paducah, and Mabel
Rogers of the Oaks.
In the third flight, Pauline
Green of Paducah was
declared the low gross winner
after„having tied with Mary
Ayers, of Clarksville. at 91 and
their cards matched. Nell
Tackett of the Oaks was third.
The low net winners in the
third flight were Essie
Caldwell, Murray; Flo
Towsie, Calvert City; and
Angie Nanning of Clarksville.
Polly Seale, Oaks, was the
fourth flight winner- with 96.
two strokes in front of Carolyn
Gregory, Paducah, and three
strokes ahead of Done Barber
of Dunedin, Fla. .
The fourth flight low net
winners were: Mary. E.
Brown, Paducah; Urbena
Koenen, Murray; and Karen
Hargrove, Oaks.
The Dorothy Holland
trophy, awarded each year to
the tow- ladies from any one
club whose aggregate score is
the lowest, this year' went to
the Oaks team made up of
Mrs. Bain, Murrelle Walker,
Mary Bogard and Carolyn
Caldwell, their total score was
344, or an average of 83._
In addition to the cham-
pionship trophy, Miss Howell
also will have possession for
the next year of the traveling
trophy provided annually by
the Bank of Murray in
memory of the late George
Hart, former president of the
bank and prominent Murray
civic leader and club member.
Mrs.,-Lochie Hart, his widow,
and his daughter, Mrs. Gene
Landolt, were on hand
yesterday to present it to the
personable Clarksville win-
ner.
The ladies playing in the

































1 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS
1HE NEW
FAMILY RESTAURANT





SIMPLE ' PICK ANY
MODEL
Clip this ad from the
newspaper and take
it to one of the
participating dealers
listed below
See Your Nearest Mercury Dealer
KINK AID
BOAT & MARINA
• 970 ,VaIrtut S•
MurPhysboro L 52966
1618 68?-3 1 2; ,








505 w orr, • ,•
vvest F,ankfr,
'5181932 '3r1'
and your hands are free for
fishing with Mere's twist-grip
throttle and "troll set "Plus "glide
angle" design and "shallow wa-
ter drive" to let you get in where
the fish like to hide
INVEST NOW
A case of Mercury QuickstIver
Formula 50 is worth about $20 00
(suggested retail). Mixed at our
feCOM-M49,1464 0;l5 f,q No,. that's
enough for 120 gallons of gas
And the way these Mere's
squeeze hours out of every drop.
that's a lot of running on our
money
This offer is limited to June 30
Come in now, pick your Mere fish-
ing engine, and let us set you up
in the best oil deal you vepfn
in a long time.
P S No law says you can't try to
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WINNING TEAM—The Oaks Country Club had the four best scores of any country club in the
George Hart Tournament. For their efforts, they won the Dorothy Holland Trophy. Left to right
are Murrelle Walker, Mary Bain, Carolyn Caldwell and Mary Bogard. "
(Staff Photos by Mike Brawler)
Erving Criticizes Shue For






their 8 a.m. flight out of
Portland Wednesday, the
television SIP the first class
section was tuned to a news
program showing highlights of
the previous night's playoff
slaughter at the hands of the
Portland Trail Blazers.
It was the final indignity, a
fittim: climax to the Sixers'
lost journey to the. Pacific
Northwest, a six-day sojourn
in Which rain was a constant
companion and during which
time the Sixers managed to
1156k positively avrful ihiosing
two lopsided decisions to the
Blazers.
"We were embarrassed,"
said George McGinnis, the
Sixers' slumping forward who
once again looked
conspicuously out of place on
the court. •'When it rains, get
your umbrella."
Despite the steady showers
in the Rose City, Big George
wasn't referring to the
weather. He was thinking
back to the way the Blazers
sliced apart the Sixers with
consummate ease in a 130-98
romp Tuesday night which
evened the National
Basketball Association
championship finals at two
victories apiece.
"They blitzed us," said
McGinnis.. "1 have no
explanation' for it. But
everybody on this team, in this
organization, has to be em-
barrassed."
"They ran a clinic on us,"
agreed All-Star guard Doug
Collins, who managed just 11
points. "Yeah, N say they
embarrassed us."
Perhaps, but apparently it
hurt too much for most of the
others to admit it. Instead this
free-wheeling bunch, branded
as outlaws and renegades by
its own top banana, Julius
Erving, let out its frustrations
in ways which recalled
baseball's Oakland A's in their
rambunctious heyday of a
couple years back.
Erving questioned some of
Coach Gene Shue's sub-
stitutions, relaying via
newsmen his idea that other
moves might have been wiser.
In particular, he suggested
Joe Bryant and Darryl
Dawkins ought to be getting
more playing time.
"We've got to use our
horses," said Erving. "We
have a lot of depth. We have
some guys who can playon the
bench." -
Bryant, a reserve forward,
lambasted Steve Mix, another
reserve forward, questioning
Mix' attitude and contending
he puts personal achievement
aheau the good of the team.
"In the finals you should be
playing the game the way it's
supposed to be played instead
of worrying about your job,"
said Bryant. "He's a good
player, but he's not good
enough to run his mouth the
way he does."
So what does all this sound
and fury signify? Probably
nothing.
If any team can rebound
from a 32-point loss for a
victory in a big game, it's this
wild bunch. And if the 76ers do
bounce back, it will almost
certainly be with the same
cast of characters.
"Right now I don't plan to
make any lineup changes,"
said Shue, looking atiead to
Friday night's crucial fifth
game of the series at the
Spectrum (CBS, 9 p.m., EDT).









This is a Distress Sale-Every item marked
down to cost or below, your chance to buy
AT GREAT SAVINGS
Accessories, Lamps, Oil Paintings and Furniture
ALL SALES CASH
AND CARRY
No Exchanges Returns or Deliver
Sale Will Se At
Interiors
By Edwards




For those youngsters who
did not attend Little League
tryouts and wish to play ball,
there is a chance to do so, even
though the season is already in
progress.
There will be a final tryout
which will be held at 9 a.m.
Saturday at the Murray little
League field.
Any youngster interested in
trying out for a team should





I am deeply appreciative of your votes, confidence, and trust.
An election is a humbling and reiwarding experience.
I appreciate the courtesies and kindnesses shown to me and members of my
fami4, by all of you.
I solicit your suggestions, help, and good will. Let us now go about making
Calloway County a better place to live.
Paid DI, lobed () %In
Cubs Beat Cardinals In 13 Innings Then
Cub Manager Picks Cards To Win Division
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Give Chicago Cubs Manager
Herman Franks a forum and
he starts sounding like
Muhammad All.
"The St. Louis Cards will
win it (the National League
East pennant) easy," Franks
said Wednesday night.
"Why? They've got a better
ball club than we have. They
have plenty of speed. They've
got more guys that really fly.
"I'm not setting anybody
up," Franks continued. "We
need a left-hander. The only
one we have (Willie Her-
nandez), I have to save for the
bullpen."
Despite Franks' opinion, the
Cubs are in first place by 11/2
games after edging the Cards
4-3 in 13 innings Wednesday
night.
Starter Rick Reusehel and
relievers Bruce Sutter and
Hernandez, 2-1, combined to
strike out 16 Cardinals. Sutter
fanned nine in his five-inning
stint.
But it took Steve Ontiveros'
third hit of the game — a one-
out single in the 13th, to score
Jerry Morales with the win-
ning run.
G ta 2, Padres° — New York gave new John Candelaria tossed a
Ed Halicki hurled his first Manager Joe Torre his second two-hitter and Pittsburgh
complete game of the season, straight victory as John scared all at its runs in thescattering six hits in leading Stearns belted his first major first inning as Philadelphia
San Francisco over San Diego. league grand slam home run, saw its chances for a
walked only one 
instruck out crallpyp.ing a five-run fifth-inning 0 comeback ruined when ad
torrential downpour stopped
the Padres' five-game win- Tom Seaver, 5-3, posted his the game after 71-2 innings.ning streak,
sixth and eventually scored on 
his first victory in Montreal A four-hitter by Pat Zachry
Reds 5, Braves 2
Rob Andrews singled in the 
first victory since April 30 and
also scored the Giants' second 
Lockwood relieved Seaver Zachry, 3-6, retired 13 of the
led Cincinnati over Atlanta.
Jack Clark's single. Andrews 
since Oct. 3, 1972. Skip
with two out in the seventh final 14 batters he faced in
run, slamming a double and after Dave Cash hit a ran- going the distance for the first
corning home on Darrell 
Thomas' single. 
scoring triple and Tony Perez time this year.
Mets 6, Expos 4 
an RBI single. George Foster paced the
Pirates 3, Phillies 0 Reds' attack by scoring three
times.
Cincinnati's fifth straight
triumph raised the _Reds'
record to 23-23, the first time
the defending world cham-
pions have been at .500 since
the first week of the season.
Dodgers 6, nitres t
Ron Cey droie In three runs
with a double and a single as
Los Angeles snapped a four-
game losing streak by
downing Houston. Tommy
John, 6-2, got the victory with
relief from Charlie Hough,
who earned his 14th save of the
season.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS---REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
New! Money-Back
uarts from Pepsi-Cola. oan















What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
taste. Money back, too. The refund means you only buy the
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store, so there's /
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get /
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  Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, JL
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
41yep for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 Ir
•IScome misleading influences
prevail, so be careful of your
involvements — with people OR
situations. Avoid anxiety or
undue suspicion, however.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)..
In the tight spots, patiently
wait out those things which call
I w more thought and delaying
tactics. Avoid impulsiveness, at
all costs.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
,good day in which to
lize on your ingenuity and
a around competence.
rly exercised, even your
minor talents and efforts
be appreciated.
ffcpb*T. bard To Speak
Iltilichmond On
Sitnday, June 5
ASHINGTON, D. C. -- U.
S.. ep. Carroll Hubbard of
Mkfield will speak to out-
St mg high school boys
fr across the state on
S ), June 5, as he ad-
drthases the 1:30 p. in.
asSembly of the American
Legion Bluegrass Boys' State
being held at Eastern Ken-
tucky University in Rich-
mond..
The 1st District
congressman will be in




(June 22 to July 23) 491(-1
Keep alert. Generous in-
fluences offer new routes and
means for attaining better-than-
average gains. Don't miss out'
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Perceptiveness, reflexes and
business acumen should be keen






I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IPtlit.
Planetary influences
somewhat mixed. Be een-
structive in planning, tenacious
in implementing. System with
flexibility needed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
Take a dignified approach to
all problems. In personal
relationships, there may be
some differences to recognize,
cope with.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. V) nveV
Not a good day in which to
start new ventures. Stick to
routine insofar as possible and
postpone the extracurricular
until early next week.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Early a.m. will hold some
restrictions, with all efforts
seeming futile. Be patient: The
hours after noon will see an
uptrend in all your endeavors.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Be sensibly cautious in
making investments (of time or
money) — but not anxious.
Emphasize your innate good
judgment and foresight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Neither be extravagant in an
effort to impress others nor fall
— for— any -ostentatiousness- ---annual meeting cif the-Ken:
displayed for your benefit.lucky •Association of Corn-. •- concentrate on theREEL.












(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Watch your budget now. Don't
go beyond limits until a pending
financial matter is definitely
settled. Some new angles-could
delay matters.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and unusual versatility. You
grasp ideas and situations
swiftly, have an attractive
manner and a refreshing
outlook on life. You are won-
derfully gifted with words and
this ability may take ,you into
the fields of literalure or
Journalism; into the theater,
politics or the law — with a
specialty of pleading and
orating. You are also endowed
with musical ability, a great
love of travel and, since you
learn languages easily, would
make an excellent linguist-
translator. Birthdate of: Jef-
ferson Davis, Pres. Confederate
States (U.S. Civil War); King







Fri. & Sat.-June 3rd & 4th
8 a. m. til 9 p. m.
Free — Combination Burglar and heat
alarm to the the 1st 20 customers to visit





We have rented the adjoining building,
enlarged our facilities and now have a
large, beautiful display room for our
organs and pianos. We cordially invite
you to stop by and see our im-
provrnents.
Many oustanding values on TV's,
Stereos, CB's, Guitars, 8 Track Players
Lonardo Piano Co.
"Your complete Music Store




We Reserve The iti9111 To limit Ovantities
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Specials Good June thru June0 
° WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS 1-
Dow 8 oz
Oven Cleaner















Lysol I 7 oz
89' Tile Cleaner 97'














































9 Lives 12 oz
Square Meal




























Red Crr:)•. 6 oz Elbow



























Stokley Finest 17 oz
Sweet Peas



















— %at ks 2/99'
Libby Fruit
Cocktail
Bondwore 50 14 oz
Paper Cups
Vanity Fair Jumbo Roll
Paper Towels 49'






BEST MEATS IN TOWN
U.S. Choice T. Cut
CHUCK ROAST
..69c










4-5 lb. Pkg. lb. 69c
EgeSMOKEliPICNIC GROUND CHUCK
lb 59C lb 99C
DELI DELIGHTS
























Social Security Claims-- The Disability Decision
People who file applications
for Social Security disability
benefits, according to a local






Ill St. 12th 153-0035
Free Parties At Beer Dear
Crossword Puzzler
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about an arbitrary decision
being made on their claims.
One of the basic principles of
Social Security is that a
person's rights are clearly
defined in the law. The Social
Security Administration
makes every effort to see that
lair and equitable decisions
are made.
"In order to be eligible for
Social Security disability
checks," the spokesman said,
"a person must have worked
long enough to be insured
under the program." The
Social Security office checks
the work record to see
Answer to Wednesday s Puzzle
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Diet,. by United Feet-are Sy.d4r4 














whether this requirement is
met. If so, a medical decision
must then be made on the
person's claim.
Disability is a judgmental
thing. Medical opinions and
findings are required in order
to make a decision. When a
person applies for - checks
because of disability, the
Social Security office obtains
complete information from
him about how his illness or
injury keeps him from
working. He is asked to tell
when he stopped work, what
type of work he has done, how
much education he has, what
doctors and hospitals have
treated him, and any other
information that might have a
bearing on the claim. The
people in the local Social
Security office are not
medically trained. For that
reason the claim is sent to a
adisability determination
office; this office is usually
associated with the state
vocational rehabilitation
agency. There the claim is
examined by a vocational
expert and a physician. They
request medical evidence
from doctors, hospitals, or




these sources is not sufficient
to make a decision as to
whether the individual is
disabled within the meaning of
the law. In such. cases, a
person may be asked to un-
dergo additional medical
examinations and tests at
Government expense. Then a
decision is made, based on all
of the information in the file,
and the claimant is notified of
the decision.
This - whole process
sometimes takes two or three
months. It is- impor‘iht for a
person to contact the Social
Security office as soon as he




disabled for a considerable
length of tittle. No checks are
paid for the first five full
months of disability. If a
person files his application
early in this five-month
waiting period, there is ample
time for the decision to be
made before hisfirst check is
due. The telephone number for
the Paducah Social Security
office is 443-7506; the number




-GOLDEN POND, Ky. -
TVA at Land Between The
Lakes will offer for sale six 16
buildings, some masonry and
others of wood construction,
three located within the old
Golden Pond, Kentucky,
construction headquarters
area and the remainder
located on the south side of U.
S. Highway 68 approximately
one mile east of Kentucky
Lake; also, four lots of
miscellaneous scrap will be
sold.
All buildings will be
removed from TVA premises
within thirty (30) days froin •
date of award and the site left
in an orderly condition.
Bid forms and detailed
information may be obtained
from the Administrative
Office, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
Persons interested in in-
specting the structures and
material should contact the
above office between 7:00 a.
in. and 3:45 p, m. Monday
through Friday. Sealed bids
will be received for the
described _structures and
material until 10:00 a. m.
Central Daylight Time June
15,1977.
BUT MY DAD re
MISSES HIS
BASEMENT
  DE N J)
















'I'LL TRY TO FIND THE
SOURCE AND STAMP IT
OUT BEFORE IT INFECTS
THE ENTIRE JUNGLE!
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bring us yours for extra
copies. Made frona any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking











$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre.-cut




Meadows, South 16th St.
Murray's Newest Yarn











504 lAein  1
BROOKS TOURS will
take you to Opryland,
Saturday; June II, St.














You can, too. Learn
how to become an
Avon Representative
even if you've never









words found in Mark
16:15,16. And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the
gospel to every
creature. He that
believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he
that believeth not shall
be damned." For fur-
ther/information consult
yob 'Bible. For



























3 Card Of Thanks
CLIFFORD BLALOCK of






We want to express oun
appreciation and thanks
for the many cards,
letters, flowers, and
gifts received while I
was a patient. A special
thanks to the neighobrs
for taking care of the




5 Lost And Found
LOST FEMALE puppy, 4
months old, Part
Shepherd and Collie.
Has rabies-tag and flea
collar. Last seen on
Broach Street. Answers























TS. For the Ilth con-
secutive year Elec-
trolux is offering sum-




$1000, $750, and $500
special awards for




Last year the sales
volume of students in
the summer program
totaled over 2 million
dollars. Interested
students may apply at
111 South 6th Street,








and salary history in
confidence to: Ledger










iieeded for Murray area.





p. m. shift $2.50 per hour
plus bonus. Ky. Lake
1,odge Restaurant on
Highway 68 and 80 in


















for rent. Buy inventory
and lease space or
owner will close out
inventory and lease
space. Call 753-8660 or














mai or halide. Oh
growing   es •
professional Phetegrapher.
Trevel tits US OW Be paid top
deller plus trowel, allevrances.
No osporierice necessary.
Paid fruiting is qmolified ap-
plicants. Don't miss this op.
pertenity to become a
prefessirmal is • grew*
Orralificatioes: Pleasant,
neat, dependable tree-
spertation IN • real drive to
eel ahead. No lavestmant.
Sand • letter of interest end
perticelars tit: EASTERN
PlIOTOGNAPNIC LAIWATONII-
S INC. 176 Watertown lead.
nominates Cam Attic Direc-
tor ef pommel. Pisani lo-
tted' complete telephone
vonaber. interviews will be
held m Nashville, has. in the












14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
GIRLS OR BOYS used
20" bicycle. Call 753-
0811.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
15 Articles for Sale
USED AIR conditioner.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
AIR CONDITIONER
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position ther-
mostat and variable












sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 4354263.




Mower, 7 h. p. Briggs &
Stratton motor. $100.00.
Call 1-354-6217.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin-
Hardware, Paris.
IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other





24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value




Women's large wet suit,
$40. Craig 8 track stereo
recorder, 3 months old,
$100. Call 436-5412.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
WELL KEPT CARPETS
show the results of
regular Blue Lustre spot
cleaning. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of, "wishing
Well Gift Shop."
-COMPLETE IN-found
*inyl liner pools in-
stalled- -al low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information (502)
328-8567 or (502) 355-
2838. _
LARGE FURNACE and
stoker for sale. Call 753-








first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamle regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
ONE 9 x 12 oval braided





Shingles $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 4 x 8 Particle
board 1-4" at $1.40, 3-s" at
$2.00, '02" at $2.50, at
$2.85. Plywood 3/4" at
$9.00. 2 x 4's at .80 ea.
Paneling 4 x 8 sheets
over 80 selections
starting at $2.75 ea.
Wood Spindles at .05 per
inch. Paint. Styofoam
insulation - L2" and 1" 4
x 8 sheets., Doors
starting at $5.00 ea.
Bathroom vanities and
Wall board. Tomato
stakes at .06 per ft. New
shipment of safes from
$25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at .15
lb. Closet cedar 4 x 8
sheets $3.75 to $6,00.
Russ & Tuck Sil-vige-
Mdse. Inc. P. 0. Box 88,
Martin, Tn. 38237,
Phone: 901-587-2420;
open on Sat. until 3:00.
POT FLOWERS for sale.
Call 753-1636.
TUNE-UP SPECIAL.
Will replace points, plug
and condenser, change




cable and clean air
filter. Only $12.95 parts
included. Riders and
lawn tractors, price will
.yary. Tidwell Lawn and





- mowers. $25 and up. K


















































































































15 Articles For Sale
GRASS HOG cuts grass








and end table. Call 753-
5269.
VERY REASONABLE, 1
tilt back easy chair with
vibrator. Green fabric,
one club chair with
ottoman. Call 753-5456.
WASHER AND DRYER,
and air conditioner. In
excellent condition. $200
for all 3 pieces. Call 753-
8129 or 753-2919.
KING SIZE bed with




suites. Make bid. Call








I Maple Street. Rebuilt
- vesausaa; -starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.9ét-Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens. -
Ir.A.4111frA.M1E31r3E3031:,
19 Farm Equipment
FOR AAA. YOUR fencing






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,




WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East Call
437-4801.
MF 135 diesel tractor, has•
less than 600 hours,
$4,200. 1967 Ford diesel
grain truck, motor just
overhauled, new 300
bushel grain bed, $2,700.
MF 300 combine with
cab, engine just
overhauled. Also in-
cludes 322 two row corn
header and 14 ft. grain
header, $4,500. Call 489-
2298 after 5 p. m.
ROTARY HOE, for 2 row
pickup type. Call 753-
3629. $100.
20 Sports Equipment
1512 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape- deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
Two bedroom, brick home. 803 Vine. $16,500. See
Dan Shipley or call 753-4751 or 753-2878.
Sears REMARKABLELOW PRICES
WASHER, heavy duty, 24" wd  $179.95
DRYER, Normal and air cycles  $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, tig tag and dial to sew  . 686.95
VACUUM CLEANER, upright  $36.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter $179.95
RANGE, eledric, 30" counter unit  $129.95
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. ft.  $189.95
AIR CONDITIONER, window type  $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. ft.  $179.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section  $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . . $189.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning  $247.00






Beautiful Spanish ranch home with excellent
floor plan. 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen with
built-ins, dining room, 2 baths, central heat and
air, carpeted, 1/2 carport, community water.
Also included is an 8'x8' storage building and









24" 10 SPEED Western
Flyer bike. Only one
month old. $95.00 value
- Will sell for $75.00.
Call 753-6103.
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 5274814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
RALEIGH 10 speed blue
bicycle. l'z years old,
excellent condition. Call
753-9t02.
HOUSEROAT, 3 2 '
Nautaline. Fiberglass,
sleeps 6, new . 225
Chrysler engine. Crown






Zenith 21" black and
white TV. Electrophonic
stereo with 8 track
player, turntable and
--four speakers. Call 767-
4056. -
SMALL PONTOON boat,
8' x 10' with 10 h. p.
motor. $350. Morris
Craft fiberglass 13' boat,
7 h. p. motor. $150. Very
good condition. Would
consider trade for pop-




River Queen, 75 Mer-
cury 50 h.p. outboard,
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking 15500.
Must sell. Kenlake




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN 9 FT. concert
grand piano used. .
















made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.
FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and





LIKE NEW - Maverick
250 CB base linear.
Would consider trade for




SIBLE person to take up
small monthly payment.
on 19" color TV. Under




Scout 250. $175 firm
price. Call 753-4016 after
6 p.m.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1966 10 FT. WIDE, 2
bedroom air con-
ditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
MOBILE HOME 12 65,
one year old, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,





21 Mobile Home Sales
1972 24 x 54, double wide,
Magnolia trailer.
Central heat and air, 2
full baths, 3 bedrooms,
kitchen, dining room,
living room, utility




in range and oven.
Completely un-
derpinned. Located at
102 Riviera Courts. Must
be seen to be ap-
preciated. Phone 753-
4438. Unfurnished.
12 x 50 2 Bedroom trailer.
Furnished except couch.
$3,500. Call 753-8527,
Hatton Lovins, 407 N.
3rd.
1969 BROOKFIELD by
Style-Mar, 12 x 60. All
electric, two bedrooms.
living room, kitchen.
bath. All large rooms.
Carpet throughout










building. Call for details
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333 or 753-4946.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
• ,glectric heat and central
x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247--
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
1972 12 x n. Call 753-3473.




Washer & dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12'x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' by 220'.
Just 3 minutes away
from lake. Excellent
well and septic system.
Under $9,000.00. Call 753-
5352 anytime.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER LOT for rent.
Call 753-0345.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




Could be used as body
shop, or clean-up shop.
Air compressor fur-
nished. Call 753-2302.
31 Wahl To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home in
country. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
Call 753-2858.
32 Apartments For Rent





nished. No pets. Married










1602 Olive Street. Close
to campus. .Furnished.




paid. Available J,une 1.






only. Call 753-9741 after 5
p.









MENT, near Unit ersity
Call 753-0669 or-7575
DUPLEX APARTMENT
2', miles east of Murray






before 9 p.m. Available.
May 17.







36 for Rent Ch lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
tail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - tour






--. available. Call 345-2745.
37 lives tech Supplies
MILK COW and hay for
sale. Calt 753-5831
15 HEAD OF COWS with
calves, 1 bull. Contact






years old $410. Call
Vernon lie. Aurora,
474-2717.
FOR SALL - Three
Yearling Angus steers.
Corn fed. Call 753-8592.
38 Pets Supplies
FULL BLOODED Beagle




$25.00 each Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 307 N. 5th.
CARPORT SALE -
Friday and Saturday.
On Ford Road. Two
miles West of Westview
Nursing. Home.






lots of odds and ends. 1'7
miles on 641 South.
Watch for signs.
YARD SALE - rain or
shine, 1306 Poplar.
Saturday. June 4, 8 a. m.





YARD SALE - Saturday.
June 4, from 8 to 8. On
highway 94 East of
Murray, K) About 9
miles out. At the home of
Bobby G. Knight. Color
TVS, portable and one
console, one tape player,
one record player, one
tape recorder, and baby
clothes. Clothes of all
sizes and miscellaneous
things.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. 608 South 9th.
RUMMAGE SALE, 4
rooms full Must go.
Dresses - 50 cents. June
3rd and 4th 8-7. Turn
North at 1 orin Grove,
P2 miles. Call 435-4446.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE, 604 Vine.
Friday and Saturday.
Couch, TV, rings, old
bell, guns, watches,
round maple table and
miscellaneous.
GARAGE SALE, Friday








Sale, Saturday, June 4.
8-? Lots of bargains.
Johnny Robertson Road
or Highway 16601.
Across from golf course.





YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday, 8:30-5.
One mile on Pottertown
Road. Highway 280. All
sizes, adult, children,
teenage Clothes. CB




Saturday, June 4, at 902
Pogue Avenue. An-
tiques, feather - bed,
bolster and pillows,
quilts, new and used.
New tops, canning jars,
freezer containers.






Saturday 3rd and 4th. At'
109 N. 9th Street. 8 a. in.
to 5 p. m. Clothes, shoes,
dishes, lamps.
YARD SALE Saturday,
June 4,8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
103 South 8th Street.







LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice








and 30 acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres of primed ten-
dable land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn. 8
stall horse barn, and
other outbuildings.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 far full time
Real Estate service.
FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four _bedroom
-borne is 'ona -huge tot T75--
x 435i This home has a
full basement, porch,




Realtor, 505 Main St.,






HOUSE and view of
Kentucky Lake for year
round living. Call us to




kitchen, . and 3 car
garage. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We work hard to









I WALDROP REAL ESTATE




LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start









property. All this and a 2
bedroom. home on tree
shaded, lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222 today for more
information. We look
forward to serving you.
APPROXIMATELY 7.
acres, 7 miles from
Murray. Good building









Start out in your own
mobile home located on
184'2' x 154' lot. Gas or
electric heat, paved
street. . . approx. 10
minutes from town. .
Also just listed, 3
wooded acres, excellent





308 N. 10TH STREET - 2
bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer with 'ertra large
den with fireplace and
built-in bookshelves.
Large bath has cabinets
around room. There's
also a walk-in closet in
hall. This home is
conveniently located
near shopping center
and city park. Call or
come by 105 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
TWO ACRES with a 2
bedroom mobile home
New septic tank and
well, also has a block
barn. Good building site.
Call 489-2760 or 489-2508.









Agency, 206 South 4th.
753-5646
I wish to say "Thank You" for the con-









way 121 west, one mile
from Murray City.
limits. 758 ft. frontage,
400 ft. deep. Will sell in
one tract or divide in 6
lots. 100 ft. x 400 It. Two
lots 100 x 160 ft. Corner
lot 158 x 200. This
property is priced to
sell. Fulton Young
Realty, 753-7333. or 753-
4946.
NEW LISTING. 25 acres
located approximately 5
miles North of Murray.
Just off Ellis Wrather
Road. Approximately 13
acres in cultivation with
year around water. Also
building site with 24"
well. All for $12,775.
Fulton Young Realty






Mt UNA 411 Wee
Cl... 753-3214
43 Real Estate
64 ACRES with brick
house in South Graves
County. Call 753-0180.










45 farms For Sale
'SMALL FARM, 31 acres,
20 tendable now in
beans. Wooded hillside
beautiful building site.
Eight miles North of




Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
TWENTY ACRE farm
located near Rico just
off highway 94 east on
Palestine Road. Good
steel post fence and
pond ideal for cattle.







S423.00 top, fleeted, reedy te woe. Abe precut,. yea Wad, es
leo is $300.00. 1 s up te 24 a 60 Homier& hat precut
toy she seeded. ley*, beet for less.
CUSTOM BUILT PROTAIKE BUILDINGS 733-00114
ooc`"
onss. 9̀."
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCUSIVE OPPORTUNiTY
BILLIONS SS ANNUAL MARRET
$T 000 00 INVENTORY RETURNS $270000
EXCELLENT PART OR FUtt TUE INCOME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man 0, *roman to distribute pre-sold adv•rtosed World
Famous At KA SEC TZER BAYER ASPIRIN. DRISTAN.
ANAC IN. TUMS. etc Restock Company secured accounts
weekly
NO INITIAL SELLING, INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY,
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTSi
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, $2895 00.55640 00
Apohcanl should have saf, m.n.nsurn of I sp•re nrs week I y
rellable and elig•ble to assume business fesponsiolio,es w.th
.K 30 days If YOU meet tinese reQuifernents. hay? he
neCel,a/y Cash investment. and sincerely want to own you'
ovin buS.neSS, then wrote today and include phone nttmbe• to
AV!,
a., TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101
9481 Aar° Space Dr .ve Saila( LowS. M1110,1,1 ts J13.3
IDEAL STARTER HOME
This friendly home offers all conveniences
plus economic, pleasant living. Located 2
miles from Murray, this 2 bedroom home
features Great room with fireplace, large kit-
chen, pegged oak floors, lovely paneling,
sliding doors open onto large concrete patio.
Excellent home at an excellent price.







Saturday, June 4, 10 a.m., in large store on Main
Street in Nasal, Ky.
Ray Mathis, a furniture salesman and collec-
tor of hard-to-get items, is bringing from the hills
in Tenn. best group ever brought, and other good
pieces are added. Selling washstands, walnut
and other pie safes, walnut and other small
tables, old dough box, glass rolling pin, old oak
sideboard, birdseye wig dresser, rocking chair,
iron bed with brass knobs. Lincoln drape, Am-
ber, brass and other Aladdin and oil lamps, An-
niversary cuckoo New Haven Mantle and other
clocks, wall phone, No. 3 dinner bell, several
pieces camphor glass, butter molds, buttermilk
pitcher, beautiful ,baby like and other dolls,
quilts and tops, jugs, occupied Japan pieces,
china and various colors in depression glass,
railroad and other lanterns, old trunks, corn
shelter, brass elephant paper weight, flat irons,
broad .ax, picture frames, vases, foreign coins
and paper money, Coco-Cola Thermometer and
other pieces, churning dasher, crocks, old Tom
peanut jar, old records, some good horse drawn
plows, 87 year old watch, runs good, electric
sewing machine, and other modern pieces. Have
over 4,000 ft. of floor space. Street on three sides.
11 enough interest shown, will open flea market
for my friends. Come look things over. Near
restaurant. Not responsible for accidents.
Detailed announcements day of sale.
Douglas Shoemaker, 753-3375
 1
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46. Homes For Sale
I \ \ MANOR -
bedroom brick, like
new 2 baths with c-
tr,il electric beat and
air. Beautiful fireplace
in family room. Lots of
closets and storastr
room I a rgc Ikitth
_ vinods onitiek bOUndary
line. Countryiiiiig
almost in town, rtty




'111'ST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,




Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 after
5 p.m
46. Homes for Sale
BY oWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Two-
. story brick; 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, family room,
living room, kitchen and
utility room. Furnished
cottage (rental unit on
bark of property: Lovely
trees and lawn. garden.
By appointment only.




bath, brick with carport
in Murray. Owner
leaving town, must. sell.
753-7639 after 5:30 p.
111
THREE BEDROOM,. P2
baths, central heat and
air. 1517 Glendale,
$29.900. Call 753-1827.
CUTE 3 BEDROOM brick






Where: West-Side Parking Lotat Calloway High School
If rainy, Jefferey Gymnasium
When: Saturday, June 4, 10-6
Items: Major Appliances to Odds 8, Ends
46 Homes for Sale









:-)11 -10 Pe( N.
bcti‘tert I )1:tr. and
I ltor Call 753-2498
NICE 3 BEDROOM
house. recently p:IIIIted.
Priced in low -20's.
Payments as cheap as
rent. Vacatit l'o4session
with deed. Call 753-3903.
NEW BRICK HOME
located in Kirksey.
Includes 1400 ft. floor
space, a one car garage,
large patio, and front
porch Also • incltdes
energy-saving Anderson
insulated windows, and
fully insulated walls and
ceilings. Has plenty of
birch cabinets and large
food pantry. Fully
carpeted living room,
hall, and bedrooms. Has
24 inch well with sta-rite
submergible pump.
Priired to sell. $27,000.
Call 489-2298 after 5 p.
GRACIOUS . Country
home 4 miles North of
_Murray on 641. Seven
•rooins. 3 bedrooms,
large den, formll dining
room, living room.
Many shade trees. Fruit-
frees - bearing. Central
gas heat and air con-
dition. Call 753-5288.
46. Homes For Sale
NEN FOUR BEDROOM
house, located clams to
schools. Well planned
for family living, with
nice den with fireplace,
kitehen with breakfSst
area, formal dining
NOM and living room,
2'•.: baths, patio and
garage. Call 753-3903.
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
miles North of Murray




garage and carport with
extra lots. Late model
used Ford , with low
mileage Call 753-5288.
'CRAPPIE HOLLOW -
double lot on 280 and
Lakeway Shores plus
mobile home. Excellent






1976 YAMAHA 80 MX. 5
months old. Perfect
condition. Perfect for
ages 7 thrOugh early
teens. $275. Serious calls
only. Call 753-7728.





Motorcycle trailer. 1975 -













bra small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250 00 Call 354-
8222 after 4 p.
49 Used Cars 8, Trucks
1969 C ssi ill°. 327
co; 4 offer. Call
751-traki
1971 TORINo (T. Power
steering. oir, 2 door
hardtop. I ),rk Green.
Call 527-K :3 after 4:00.
1973 oI DSMOBILE
Cutlass. steering
and brake,, air, factory




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,




1977 LTD II. Just-7,000
aides. Fully equipped.
-Call-Bob Wynn, 753-4333 -
or 753-2975.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
FOR SALE: '73 MONTE
CARLO, Burgundy,
vinyl roof, air, scot-
--Chguard seats. Wife
quitting work, does not
need. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. $2700 or
take over payments. 554-
5729. See in Lone Oak,
Paducah, Ky.
1973 CHEVELLE Malibu.





Grabber, red and black,
good condition. Three
speed, 6 cylinder. 2500
miles .on overhauled
engine. $650 firm. 718












power windows and door
locks: Sports wheels and
mirrors. Asking $2750°.
Call 753-8463:
1971 DODGE Maxi Van.
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
Radials, mags, carpet,
Insulated. Call 767-6527
after 6 p. m.





1974 LTD Brougham, 2
door, excellent con-
dition. Interested callers
only. Call 753-3858 after 5
p.m.
1972 BUICIt ELECTRA,
full power. Call 753-5923.
1974 LINCOLN Mark IV.
Must sell. $5195. Call 753-
4445-
1972 CAPRICE, 4 door.
air condition. In good






and air. AM-FM tape.
$1,000. Call 7534148.
1967 VW, new engine and





Good gas mileage. $4250.
Call 753-4445.




1971 V. W. SUPER Beetle.
New tires. Nice car.
$895. Call 753-7581 after 4-
p. m.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7 p. m.






steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White top.
Call 7$3-4815.
After 4:00 call 7534103.
50 Campers
TENT CAMPER sleeps




camper. Can be seen 104
Hickory Dr. or call 753-
8218.
ROOFING - repair, Bob
Myers, 436-5588.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of -Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open tYclays per week.
Call 7534605.
Moving Ovt of SM. Solo
Sot Jew 416 - 11:80 fel Mirk
Large freezer, old trunk. wooden ladder, sidewalk edaer, portable







This house is different. A Better Homes and
Gardens House Plan that is unique. A lovely
home in a good subdivision, Private back yard
that is landscaped for easy maintenance and



































Choice Listings - From Guy Spann Realty
trs
:10ME WITH INCOME. This lovely brick home
on Locust Drive hats two furnished rental apart-
ments plus four bedroom and two baths for the
owner. It has heat pump for central heat and air,
double garage, carpet, range and refrigerator.
Lot is 100 x 200 and is near M. S. U. and city
schools. Rarely do you find such a nice home
with income.
PRIVACY on a tree studded 2 acres. Old 641 Nor-.th is this 3 bedroom brick home with drapes,
modern kitchen. Extra clean and well cared for. NEAR UNIVERSITY at 1631 Olive is a corn-Several outside storage buildings, one with real fortable three-biNdroom brick home with garage.good workshop. Call for appointment to show. This home has-a (Ming room, drapes, range and$32,500. • is well kept. Priced to sell. $29,500.
LAKE COTTAGE at Blood River Estates. Has 3 THE PRICE IS RIGHT on this 3 bedroom framebedrooms, bath, carport. Lot 75 x 138. Range, at 803 N. 18th St. Has 2 baths, carpet, fireplace,
drapes, separate double garage. Lot is 225' deep.
refrigerator. -Mostly furnished and has FranklinFireplace. Nice for the Price $22,500. Reduced for quick sale. $27,500.
f
PRETTY WHITE BRICK on Peggy Ann Drive.
Has 3 bedrooms, central. heat and air, drapes,
modern- kitchen with built-ins, carpet, double
garage. Near shopping. Newly decorated and ex-
ceptionally sharp. Moderately priced at $35,000.
IDEAL STARTER home or for retirement. At
1102 Mulberry St., 2 bedroom,. stucco with gas
heat. On nice deep lot with trees. Has outside
block storage building. Good garden spot.
$13,000.00.
Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Member of Multiple Listings
BIG AND ROOMY older home at 1000 Olive
Street. It has five bedrooms, two baths, two
fireplaces, carpet. On shady corner lot and is
perfect for a large family. $19,000.
KEENLAND• LOCATION. A 3 bedroom brick
ranch with Ill baths, carpet, central heat and
air„ refrigerator, range, kitchen-den
combination. Near high school. $33,000.
ON RIG LOT at edge of town. Has 4 bedroom
aluminum siding home with 2 baths. On city
water, carpet, dining room, family room, newly
decorated. 200 x 200 lot on old 641 North.
OLDER HOME on two acres with a 12 x 60, two
bedroom trailer unfurnished except for range,
refrigerator and drapes. Extra trailer space
with all facilities for hook-up. It is on Gilbert
Street in Hazel. The lot is beautiful with many
trees. $13,500.
'11.14111111 EXCELLENT LOCATION and lovely home on
- Lynn Grove Highway. Lot is 100 x 200. Has cen-
tral gas heat and central air, pella windows,
built-ins in kitchen. Wall-to-wall carpet and
double garage. This home has all the modern
conveniences, plus good location and beauty of
design. You must see this! Priced in 50's.
A JOY TO BEHOLD! This lovely 3 bedroom
brick home on large lot, corner of Kirkwood and
Meadowlane. Has many trees and shrubs. There
are 3 large bedrooms and two luxurious baths.
Large kitchen with dishwasher, built-in range,
has dining room with crystal chandalier, formal
living room and large rosewood paneled family,
room with woodburning fireplace. Huge covered
patio. Extra large outside storage building.
Double garage has electric door opener. Master
bedroom has walk-in closet. Comfort and con-
venience abound. Call for a showing. Priced in
the 50's.
A GOING BUSINESS. Mr. L's on N. 16th St. You
can step right into this restaurant and begin
making a good living. Well equipped with much
being new. Owner selling because of health.
Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People In Real Estate"
LAKE COTTAGE and duplex at CYpress Creek
near Morgan's Boat Dock. The cottage has three
bedrooms and the duplex is furnished and has
two bedrooms in each apartment. The house is
partially furnished. $35,000 for both.
• • ^
k.1. 41110414111Litt„: ,
HANDYMAN'S DREAM. In South Pleasant
Grove area. A 2 bedroom frame on 1 acre lot with
trees. A lovely setting and with some work can
be a comfortable home. $10,000.
We at Guy Spann Realty
are here to assist you in buying
a home to fii your particular needs





























plate and window glass.













of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
WILL DO hauling of any
CUSTOM HAY bailing,- kind, also in county.
and custom combining. Mower repair also. Call
Call 753-8090. 753-8249.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be












Doug Taylor at 753-2310--
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for



















Lowe wilegmy and small eagles
repa. Rebtelf Mem emerms,
$25.00 fad se. tidies
labOWOCS, $100 end op.
FOR A 1' KEE estimati7
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs.--For- WILL-SIT-OR STA-Y-w41estimates call 753-1537. SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling
" 4








Service. Call 489-2414 or
901442-0712.
NEED TREES cut, or





weekend? We're open 7




No oder -de-11-peener mead
doses tames ...
EASILY-
)0 pound portable poem -
Patna Pori all lee oak
EFFECTIVELY-
demo ,Inses and rat
Owl OW ilorn dal and




a frachde of Ow Cost
(YOU SAVE ite TO
32500 PEA POM)
of
Reel ter wily $12.00 a day
5.4-Air Decor Store





house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
WILL HAUL LIME or




Wife pleasing kitchen, fireplace with heatalator
to see you through bleak winters! Family room,
2 ceramic baths, three large bedrooms... Outside
city limits yet near schools and grocery. Just















Tobacco, dairy products, drinks, seed and
plants exctuded.





ficient service. NO job
too small. ('all Ernest
White, 753-0605: •
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
Job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
WILL DO BABYSITTING
day or night. Call 753-
8787.
BABYSITTING: Mother
of 2 year old girl will do
babysitting in my home
in town). Anytime from
6:00 a. m.-midnight.
Rates: 50 cents hour for
1 child, 75 cents hour for
2. Call 753-6421.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and








or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs
















IN my home at Midway.
Cal 753-4427 between 5
and 7 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING




53. Feed And Seed
OLD HAY FOR sale.
Good for mulching a
garden. Free of grass




and grey. White and
black. Housebroken.
Call 436-5502.
FREE - Very small six
month old part-terrier•
puppy. Cream color.
Has had all shots. Very
nice pet. Gentle. Call
753-1335.
FREE - Young spayed
female cat. Coal black.
Has unusual large
yellow eyes. Very
playful and loving. Call
753-3994.
FREE- VERY SMALL
mixed breed dog. Long
haired. Black with white
markings. Very gentle
and friendly. Will make






Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Nome .weed mid operated ever 20 years. Do not sir soy contain
sista Ids is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914
Roaches Silver Fish and Shrub,
#1"11\ ;11
Wilson
REALTOR'Time to move! Make your woe wit% the Wilson Insvrance and bid Estate Agency into the home you deserve.
If your needs ore country or city living, 2 bedrooms or 4, lake lot or 50 acres, we hove tile selection you need. ,
Call us for on appointment to see the meney rise selections of property we hove for sole and lot one of our six.,
sales associates 1160110 you into your new home.
EXPENSIVE?
Net he this specious sill bait hems. This how
feateres 3 bedrooms. den with impressive fireplece,
hull-In hitch. and double carport. All this sad tee.
vaeleatly lecated 1111 Smith 1601 Street.
COUNTRY LIVING
This Wifely 3 bedroom brick and stoiw home is 441 N. is
Wooled es 1% acres with lots of trees. Ts fully mean
tie benefits this home offers, you should inspect it pet
amally. We'd he happy to show it to you.
1505 PARKLANE
All the adeeeteges you went are available rn this
owelity Mem. This home hes 4 bedrooms, 1 1 1 berths,
well to wall airpot dammed, range aid sishwesher.
It has spiadtic well heaters end is tooled by 2 win-
dow teir amitieeers. Since it has niceetly %sea pain-
ted inside and out, yeti most review This delightful
quality of this heave. Priced et $34,900.
CHARMING OLD NOME
Priced it $msoo. this 2 bedroom home has
possibBities of beds • wipe end pleasing home
Located on approx. 1 acre this home hos sews*,
garage for onside sterol*.
MORILE MASTERPIECE
Out to save money? Yess tan with this 2 bedroom home
located on 0 arge laaistamed lot featuring central get
air, underpinning, boat in kitchen. Only 511,000.
1511 Glendale Rd. - Weald you Ia. the prettist Old Oek
tree in town in year treat yore Yee cam have it end
MOST eater trees, shreds end flowers with thiadovety
issorti: You'll olio fisod • well designed floor plan that
allows yes to use the bane es e 2 or 3 bedroom home
Year personal intrados will roved the niaiy ether out
stantreng featvreS of this home.
SPACIOUS
This 1172 fifth Amman Mobile Nome is 12 a 60' 'with 2
large bedrooms, formal dim* room, under pinning end
ti• down rftsfIt lamp Med refrigerator ere included es
well es the drapes. See This commies* end 'attractive
floor den which is priced et only 55,500.
TWO SEDROOM NOME
This frying howl* fall 1016 St. is pearled ter year ems
hewn or redid property. Nentereeil floors, washer mod
air* lupeb-ops es well es storm deers and widows. The
eatside stereos WW1 is an added festers for this
hews. Priced at $14,150.
COUNTRY COMFORT
Tbet's what you all Old In this attractive 3 beeeem
hems with Amble air garage. This home has electric
wall heaters and window air wiselitioeser. Iledineited
specs ea three besedifel acres.
ve•
NICE NEIGNSOILHOOD
fix it upl $6,000 will bey this eider home. It's steer
downtown end has good metal potemtiol. Call ter ep-
pointment.
OPPORTUNITY FOR 1ST NOME BUYERS
This hems leas 3 bedrooms, bath. Being reams, atiity,
end kitchen with • built is range. For twerp tee-
swamies, issmiertioa, steam deers mid wailews are
in imported foidere. Price is is the seal 520's mod
sheald modify I et e VA Wm.
FARM PROPERTY
If you ere interested in • 30 etre ferns with is 3 bedrooms
home that hes beim redecorated yes west see this
property There ere two bents with work shop end 610
x 11 wash house Tobacco hetes ere 1100 On. barley wed
170 Durk Fired with 20 ecres tended' and 5 acres is
timber Priced it $59,000.
QUALITY (ARE PROPERTY
In said of pests end edit? That's whet you find is this
cote log craw lemming 7 bedrooms, well to well carpet
end five etre; of Fend. Located • as ininwes drive frees
the leise. Priced it 516,200.
1216 *Orme Leaks, for your first liemet Plere's •
geed piece to start. Teel lied 3 bedreeme, wall se
caret, drapes, mod ALL appliarices. If yea arms VA
eigibility why set es* it? Cal vs today ler us eppt.
COMFORT ANO CONVENIENCE
More into this Oboe/iv* 24' p 30' awhile borne loused
in Hazel. This 3 bedroom home features 2 porch... large
rooms, rang*, refrigerator and • large SO' s 420 kit All
for only 514,190
BUILDING LOTS
Noplewood Estates Serenity of the caper! bat only
one mile from town. toe most see this inception& lot.
53,200.
Sherwood forest - Enjoy this %wallet beading let fir-
your new home end have room for a gerden Yew sill
also enjoy your own lovely pine trees. 55,300.
Scenic Acres This I'a etre let is one of The finest
Wilding lots avaiiede. Approximately 4 mass frees
Merrily. 53,750
LAKE LOTS
Apprerimetely 't,•tre in lisystr4t Viste Sodidivisiew.
This let is eiready mptipped with eater hooliCop, septic
wok, end etifity pole. 52,700.
TWO lets perfect for that home seer ib. %be. Baseatitel
WM* sit*. Owly 52,3510.
P1111VACT
Is the thy nosh tee moth ter veer Get beck to mews
and sleep mossy the pines is His cosy cottage.
Reaseedally priced is the mid Nees.
COUNTRY LIVING
This 3 bedrooms home is Warted ea Hwy. 71-3 just
swab .1 121 W. near Stella se ewe'. 1 etre. This
home hoe electric beat aid 2 widow air cost
dtamers. Two loafs with • shower and • lea that
coed he mod fro /testy or room or wet
standlog features 64 this home. Priced M $34,900.
INCOME PROPERTY
New sheet reatat property? _Try this property en S
Mit This 2 bedroom Mier %toss mei apertawat ere
completely ferniskiii awel real for 5135 pm month
$I/ 900
COUNTRY LIVING
A beeetif al homy sail tee acres oe Locust Grove 11. has
He advantage of cotartry fides you wow. Else hewed his
4 bedrooms sod 2 hobs with a 21 a II family room.
Cher the carport is II a 76 patio soul for yes... 70
20 mai shop end carped. An excellent bey ler
$611,000.
INGINNING BUNGALOW
This *dm home located ea en erre looters& 2 levee,
bedrooms, specious kitchen with builties, uiihty room
sad wade stereos spear Completely remodeled and
priced to se/tut $ 15,000.
AL= This 2 bedroom hem* bee eleuniewin siting, well
to wall carpet, mod 3 &spikes. Nome bee 3 man lots,
5 frwit trees sad ea mitsteng tartlets spot. Wed for
rertinbee's or young toggle. Ow% 514,000
RURAL SETTING
terimiful Inset, charming style mod country locertioa
make this two story %sew • reel Morris for only
%10,S00 The possibilities ef being • truly claming
ceiwitry home ere unique. Make en appointment to see
this one today
ACREAGE
Approlintately 4' acres of beau, dul w.psded land in
Sherwood forest Horse barn end 47 well me edited
features, $10,000.
lhooteoe 'crag of eatstendine development property on
S 1616 Perfect f.., residentrel developenient. S6S 000
50 acre form is, Wry 732 mmerwristely 7 miles from




Available for Your Needs




The funeral for Mrs.
Tommie Chambers is being
held today at two p. m. at the
Ey- nnville Pentecostal
Holiness Church, where she
was a member, with the Rev.
Bobby Peal and the /4„ev. J. H.
1.1pford officiating.
Interment will follow in the
Beech Grove Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Roberts Funeral Home of
Nlayfield.
Mrs. Chambers, age 88 and
a resident of Sedalia Route
One, died Wednesday at 12:50
a. ne at the Benton Long Term
Care Unit of the Benton
Hospital. She was the wife of
the late Floyd Chambers.
The deceased is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Marvin
Boyd, Sedalia Route One; four
sans, HuIon, Joel, and Reble
Chambers, all of Graves
County, and Ruble Chambers,
Ashland; two sisters, Mrs.
Jim Coryelle; Paris, Tn., and
\It's. Thelma Simpson,








Funeral services for Hollis
Walker of Murray Route Eight
are being held today at two p.
at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home 'with Bro. Dean Crut-
chfield and Bro. John Dale
officiating. The song service
is by singers from the Green
Plain Church of Christ where
Tie i+as a ineMber with Danny
Herndon as leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
Junior Childress, Clifford and
Hugh White, 0. L. (Pete)
Henson, Joe Bruce Wilson,
and Wilton Holland. Interment
will be in the Green Plain
Cemetery.
Mr. Walker, age 65, died
Tuesday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital..
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Faustine Adams Walker;
stepdaughter, Mrs. Roy
Wyatt; step son, Jim Farris;










Students Find Help In
Unique Program At MHS
KEITH REED
fondly hugged his teacher and
expressed appreciation to her
--and to Dorothy Merritt, the
teacher aide.
Keith's story began three-
years ago when he was
enrolled for the first time in
the Orientation to the World of
Work class. The teacher,
Wanda Gough, wagalso new to
the program that year. After
initial conflicts ( the
disagreements between
teacher and student remain
forever their secret), and
adjustments one tetthe other,
Mrs. Carlye E. Melvin,
sister of Mrs. Charles (Carrie )
Crawford of Murray, died
Tuesday at 7:45 p. m. in
Columbus, Ga.
The deceased was 91 years
of age and was the widow of
James Madison Melvin. She
was a former Graves Countyr
resident.
Mrs. Melvin is survived. by
two daughters, Mrs. Mayfair
M Grimes, Columbus, Ga.,
and Mrs. Evanell Galloway,
Tucson, Arizona: one brother,
Berl Boyd, Louisville; two
sisters, Mrs. Crawford,
Murray, and Mrs. Mapelle
,Alriley, Dukedom, Tn.; eight
erandehildren; eleven grea
-grandchildren-.
The funeral will be held
Friday at four p. in. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. with the Rev.
William Strong officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
today Thursday ).
If you have noticed a young Keith obtained a job at
man attired in a policeman's Shirley's Florist as part of the
uniform walking around town Work Study Program which
with a spring in his step or Ms. Gough also coordinates.
cruising in a police car, you The job brought joy to-Keith,
are not unusual. Many have but he was doomed to
commented on this new disappointment as a work
employee who wears his permit could not be granted to
uniform so proudly. His story a student his age involved in
contains an element of human driving a delivery vehicle.
interest and illustrates a Days appeared gloomy, and
unique program at Murray stress appeared again until
High School. Tommy Marshall at the
Oft—December 21 of last Murray Natural Gas System
year, Keith Reed walked-ragreel to work with Keith part
through the doors of MHS for time foF the remainder of that
the last time as a' student. He school year. During the
summer months, Keith was
employed with Police
Department.
The following school year,
Keith learned the ropes of the
Fire Department as a part-
time employee throughout the
year. Last fall, Keith's senior
year, Chief Brent Manning of
.the Police Department again
hired Keith — a more Mature,
well-adjusted, confident
young man. He had developed
to the extent that Manning
wanted him as a full-time
employee when he completed
his high school requirements.
That day came December 21,
1976. Keith is now attending
Murray State University and
taking classes in law en-
forcement. He has just
finished a three-week study of
Drug Education.
Keith represents many
students enrolled in the
OWOW class, a Vocational
Program offered at Murray
Mr; and in the Work-Study
Program, 'a complementary
extension of that program.
This class attempts to meet
the "real and special" needs
of students by familiarizing
them with the working world
requirements, by obtaining
jobs for them when possible,
by helping them with per-
sonality and social develop-
ment, by exposing them to
Rev. W. C. Buie
To Speak Sunday
At Spring Creek
The Rev. W. C. (Sonny) Buie
will be the guest speaker at
the evening services at 7:30
p.m. on Sunday. June 5, at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church.
according to the pastor, the
Rev. Tom Powell.
Rev. Buie is a home
missionary working with the
Indians at Gallup, New
Mexico, where he serves as
pastor of the First Indian
Baptist Church. His wife is the
former Jean Wyatt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Wyatt of
Natchez. Miss., formerly of
Murray.
While in Calloway County,
the Rev. Buie and his wife will
be the houseguests of cousins,
-Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee and
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Keel.
Assembly Of God To
See Film Tonight
The film, "Happiness Is..."
will be shown at the First
Assembly of God, South 16th
Street and Glendale Road,
Murray, tonight, Thursday, at
seven p. m., according to the
pastor, Jerry Hendley.
"This film provides a view
or the lives of -three-boys Wh-d-
form a secret club and the girl
who, when not admitted to the
club, is determined to expose
it and the boys," according to
the release from the church.
This is a part of the Kids
Krusade which . opened
Wednesday night at the
church and will continue
through Saturday. For






Sunday Night Mixed couples will be June 5 at 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Mens and Monday Night Ladies will
meet June 6 at 7:00 p.m.




Prices of stocks of local interest Si
noon today furnished to the .Ledger &
Times by I M Sunon Co are as follows
Indus Av.  -2.20
Airco ....... . . .. ..... 32% unc
Am. Motors 44 unc •
364 +i'.
63 unc
Ford Motor. 55% -4
Gen. Dynamics 54 +
Gen. Motors 67 -4
Gen. Ilre 26% +
Goodrich 274 + to
Gulf Ott 27 unc
Pennwag 365 +
Quaker Oats 224 +.-•
Republic Steel 204 -4
Singer Mfg. 224 -4
Tappan 9% -4
Western Union  . 17% uric
Zenith Radio 24 unc
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of
Murray. are as follows:
Heublein Inc 234 -4
McDonalds Corp. 401.
Ponderosa Systems Sto unc
Kimberly Clark 44 unc
Union Carbide 51 unc
W. R. Grace 250-.
Texaco 364 inc
General Elec. 54% -%
GAF Corp 10% unc
Georgia Pacific 29%
Pfizer 26 uric
JUTI Walters 33% +
Kirsch  14'. unc
Disney. 32% -4,
Franklin Mint . 14 -4
Ashland Oil 





on Highway 80, between
Hardin and Aurora, will have
its annual 'homecoming on
Sunday. June 5.
Sunday School will beat ten
a. m. followed by the morning
worship service with the Rev.
LE. Moore as the speaker. A
basket dinner will be served at
noon and singing will be held
in the afternoon.
Funds for the upkeep of the
cemetery 'will be collected,
and persons unable to attend
may send their donation to





responsibility — by helping
them to' become caring,
productive citizens.
The employers mentioned
who helped in the develop-
ment of Keith's career art.
indicative of the cooperation
existing between business,
school and community —
those who areiyilling to work
with students sometimes
lacking the skills necessary to
become productive citizens.
But because the community
and schools are concerned,
because students are inspired
to reach for a higher goal,
many such students can be
elevated to a more fulfilling
life role. The employers in-
volved with this Vocational
Program. deserve a special
thank you from the school
system, the community and





Below dam 302.4, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1.
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.4, down 1 7
Sunset 8:10. Sunrise 5:38
a. n,
NEW PASTORATE—The Rev. Wayne Carter and hiswife will begin their new pastorate at the West ForkBaptist Church, located on Highway 121 just west ofStella, on Sunday, June 5. Rev. Carter has served fiveyears as pastor of the Eureka Baptist Church in Mc-Cracken County, and is a student at the Mid-ContinentBible College, Mayfield. He began his ministry at the ageof seventeen and there have been seventy-seven ad-ditions to the congregation during his stay. He and hiswife will reside in the church parsonage by the church.The Sunday church schedule includes Sunday School atten a. m. and worship at eleven a. m. and six p. m. Wed-nesday services are at seven p. m.
Calloway Youngsters Will
Attend Annual 4-H Camp
Special fun • that includes
...making new—friends, swim-
ming and'boating, sports_and
- games and crafts. and nature
study is in the offing for 40
Calloway County youngsters
at 4-H Camp this summer and
there is still room for more.
Canip -. are
available at the County Ex-
tension Office, and deadline
for signing up to attend is June
8th.
Last year, 65 4-H'ers from
this county attended a Mon-
day-Friday camp at West Ky.
4-H Camp at Dawson Sprites.
This year, 300 Calloway,
Graves, Ballard and Fdl!on
County boys and girls wilt go
to camp there June 20-24,
according to Jane Steely,
County Extension Agent for 4-
H.
West Ky. 4-H Camp at
Dawson Springs is one of the
five 4-H camps in the Com-
monwealth, all offering a wide
variety of summer fun ac-
tivities for kids in the 9-19 age
range. Fun and learning,
along with a chance to enjoy
the outdoors, are the main
ingredients to make this
year's camp exciting. Mrs.
Steely says.
The more active sports,
such as basketball, volleyball
and swimming are favorites of
most campers, but many also
find time for table tennis,
shuffleboard, and even an
occasional game of checkers.
Neophyte archers and hunters
can improve their aims on
camp target ranges, and those
who like to fish will be able to
improve their casting skills at
4-H camp this year.
Young nature lovers can
learn more about their en-
vironment and its resources,
collect specimens and hike the
many nature trails. And in
craft classes, the 4-Hers will
have a chance to be creative
and make something useful or
decorative.
The children's drama, "The
Emperor's New Clothes:: will
be presented in two per-
formances at 4:30 p. m. and
7:30 p. rn. today 1Thursday ) at
the University' School




professionals in the drama
field, will star in the im-
provisational performances
by the Calloway County
Community Theatre, Inc.
Tickets are one dollar for
each child-with accompanying
adults admitted free.
Trained instructors Will help
with _these and other ac-
tivities, teachrng Theginriers
and helping the rriore skilled
campers observe safely rules,
Mrs. Steely says. In addition,
special training in such
subjects as nutrition and first
aid are -often part -of the 4-H--
camping program, and
electricity classes, with in-
structors provided by Ken-
tucky Utilities Co., are part of
each week's camping ex-
perience.
Extension agents, adult and
teen leaders also provide
supervision for the young
campers. Coordinating the
total camping program at
Dawson Springs this summer
will be camp manager Tim
McGinnis, a graduate of
Western Kentucky University,
who has served on the staff at
West Kentucky 4-H Camp for
three years and has been
active in 4-H for over ten
years. The Kentucky
Association of Electric Coop.
(KAEC) provides salaries for
managers of all the Kentucky
4-H camps.
For many 4-H campers,
staying in cabins with other
young people and adults is
their first experience in group
living, and they learn a lot
about getting along with
others, -Mrs. Steely says.
Getting to know other people
and sharing fun and learning
with them are valuable
lessons in interpersonal
relations for the campers, she
continues, and informal
training in citizenship and
leadership is an added benefit
of 4-H camping.
Sharing three meals a day
with 300 other people is
another first-time experience
for many of the younger
campers, and the appetite-
al'ousing activities and
nutritious food make meal-
time at camp even more
rewarding. Mrs. Steely adds
1 wish to thank each per-
son who in any wax helped,
supported and voted for me
in the recent Mayoral elec-
tion. I commend Mr. Scott
for the campaign which he
ran. With the exception of a
few individuals who used his
campaign as an excuse to
grind some personal axes,
the entire election was run
on an extremely high level.
Mr. Scott was unfortunate
that these people attached
themselves to his campaign,
but let me assure you that
he and I both have enough sense to hold no personal
grudges against one another or against the supporters
who worked hard during the election. Our only desire
is to make Murray a better community.
To Mr. Scott's supporters, let me say that we all need
to work together to make Murray a clean, well-run city
where a tax dollar will buy a dollar's worth of service.
My administration, which win begin in January, can do
this only with the help of all. What we need to do is to
forget any personal animosities that might have been
harbored in the past, and all pull together for the bet-
terment of the community. Again, thank you all from
the bottom of my heart.
Melvin Henley
Potd for by Moly, hOlone,
that, this year, Kentucky 4-H
camps will beparticipating in
the federaliy funded Summer
Food Service Program for
Children, which operates
under guidelines similar to
Ituleo of public school food
service prOgrams. Taking
thi progri-m wilr
enable the camp staff to hold
costs down so that most
families can afford to send
their child to camp. Cost for
this year's camp, including
transportation is $22.00.
Like all 4-H programs of the
University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, the 4-H camping
program is open to any
youngster between the ages of
9 and 19, regardless of race,
color, sex or national origin.
For more information on
Calloway County's par-
ticipation in 4-H camping this
summer, contact Jane Steely
at the Calloway County Ex-




Vacation Bible School .will
open at the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church on Monday,
June 5, at nine a. m. The
session will be each day until
11:30 a. m.
All children, nursery
through age sixteen are in-
vited to attend the school
which will continue through
Friday, June 10, according to
a spokesman for the church.
Hog Market
rederal State Market News Service
June 2, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 244 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25 lower Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 200.230 lbs. .. 942.0042.29 few 42.50
US I-4 200-240 lbs.  941.75-42.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. . . 941.2541.75
US 34 260-219 lbs /40.25-41.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ibis 934.50-35.50
US 1-3300-430 lbs. 932.50-36.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 936.00-37.00 few 37.50
US 2-3300.500 lbs. 934.00-34.50
Boars 24.00-23.00
Teacher Exams
To Be Given At
MSU July 16
National Teacher
Examinations iNTE) will be
given at Murray State
University on Saturday, July
16.
Scores on the examinations
are used by states for cer-
tification of teachers, by
school systems for selection
'land identification of leader-
ship qualities, and by colleges
as part of their graduation
requirements.
Educational Testing Ser-
vice, which prepares and
administers the tests, in-
dicates that they are designed
to measure knowledge gained
in professional and general
education and in 27 subject-
matter fields.
The deadline for
registration is June 23. On-the-





may be obtained from Dr. Bill
Allbritten; Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall,
Murray- State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or directly
from the National Teacher
Examinations, Educational
Testing Service, Box 911,
Princeton, N. J., 08540.
Rickey Wilkerson
Completes Course
At Navy Sub School
Navy Sea)Aan Rickey L.
Wilkerson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh B. Wallace of
Route 3, Box 85, Murray, has
completed the Basic Enlisted
Course at The Naval Sub-
marine School, Groton, Conn.
During the six-week course,
he was introduced to the basic
theory, construction and
operation of nuclear-powered
and diesel submarines. In
preparation for his first
assignment, he studied
shipboard organization,
damage control, and sub-
marine safety and escape
procedures.
A 1976 graduate of CalloWay
County High School, he joined
the Navy in October 1976.
CORRECTION
One name was incorrectly
listed in a news story earlier
this week which named the
"outstanding bandsmen" of
the Murray Middle School
band. Jacque Dean was
named for the outstanding


















To the people of Murray and Calloway County:
1 wish to express my sincere appreciation to
the people of Murray and Calloway County for
the fine vote 1 received in winning the
Democratic nomination for Sheriff. I. especially
wish to thank all my friends who worked in my
behalf and I also want to thank all my opponents
for the way they conducted their campaign
Again, 1 want to thank oil of the fine people of




Pod S., by Me. f Mor,s
MOVING SALE
Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah




At Drastically Reduced Prices








Organs Start at $20000
COIRAD's PIOARNGOASNasnd
Olympic Plaza 753-1424
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